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Chapter one 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
This thesis consists of a collection of papers dealing with the interaction between 
laserlight and molecular systems. The laserlight originates from powerful COj-lasers and 
the systems are single poly-atomic molecules or clusters. The wavelength region accessible 
with CO-j-lasers lies in the infrared range, so excitation of molecular vibrations in the 
ground electronic state is the subject of our study. 
Although there is a vast body of scientific knowledge concerning the first step on the 
vibrational ladder, barely anything is known of the behaviour of a system between this 
step and the dissociation limit. The leading thought behind the experiments is not the 
interest in a particular molecule but more in the processes of (de-)excitation occurring. 
A molecular beam apparatus equipped with a bolometer is used in the experiments. A 
bolometer is an energy detector that can be regarded as a temperature dependent resistor 
operated at or below 4.2 K. The element itself is a doped germanium cube of I x l x l mm 
glued to a heat conducting diamond substrate of 2x5 mm to increase the effective detector 
area. The assembly is connected to a low-temperature background in such a way that 
a fast response time (τ— 2 т ь ) as well as a high sensitivity is obtained. Whenever the 
energy-flux impinging on the bolometer changes, the resistance changes can be detected. 
The laser source is of a special design and incorporates an intracavity set-up. The 
molecules travel through the laser cavity where they encounter, due to focussing optics, a 
high intensity, Gaussian and single frequency laser pulse. 
In the course of the experiments sometimes more than one laser is applied either to 
reveal any (in)homogeneity of excitation bands or for state preparation or to observe stim­
ulated de-excitation. 
In chapter two experiments are described that are performed on halogenaled methane 
clusters. The intermolecular bondings in these systems find their origin in either hydrogen-
bonding (CHChF, G H Î F ) or in a fairly weak van der Waals interaction (СРзІ.СР 3 Вг). 
The complexes are formed in a molecular expansion and dissociated through excitation 
of С F vibrations by means of a COo-laser. In case of hydrogen bonding large red-shifts of 
the excitation bands axe observed with respect to the corresponding gas-phase monomer 
bands. 
The third and fourth chapter deal with the multi-photon excitation of poly-atomic 
molecules like S F
e
. CFjBr and CF t I using cw 002-lasers. In contrast to most earlier 
experiments discussed in the literature both intensity and spectral characteristics of the 
radiation source are now well defined. 
Several conclusions can be drawn from the experiments described in this thesis. 
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1. It is possible to induce coherent multi-photon transitions using very low laser powers, 
where approximately five COj-laser photons are absorbed by an SF^-molecule. 
2. Going to high lasei powers the excitation process clearly starts to 'saturate1 and all 
molecules participate irrespective of their initial state Varying the laser power does 
not change the ultimate excitation level. It does, however, change the participating 
fraction of molecules. This fraction can be determined quantitatively and is seen to 
approach the value of 1. i.e all molecules are found in the fifth vibrational level 
Under these circumstances dissociation of the molecule has not been observed. 
3. From double-resonance experiments it follows that once a molecule is pre-excited by 
one laser it can be excited further by a second red-shifted laser. 
4. Using the Doppler effect in a pump and probe experiment, stimulated de-excitation 
is observed for the transitions mentioned in 1. It turns out that relaxation processes, 
if present at all, take place on a time scale longer than 1 msec. 
5. Whenever the molecule is irradiated with two laser frequencies at the same time, 
the bottleneck indicated in 2. is overcome. 
Especially the last point leads to a satisfactory explanation for the multi-photon dis­
sociation of molecules using pulsed COj-lasers. emitting multi-frequency radiation. 
The double-resonance experiments reveal the excistence of two kinds of vibrational 
bottlenecks. The one described in point 2 is not due to a lack of laser power but more 
the hnpassability of a fairly dilute lower vibrational region and accompying frequency 
mismatch. Varying the frequency of the laser does not change this situation imd leaves 
the highest level to be reached unaltered 
Once the molecules are pre-excited another bottleneck occurs having a different char­
acter Now the frequency of the laser determines the nuinber of photons pumped in the 
molecule. If one tunes the laser towards longer wavelengths this number increases. Still 
saturation effects occur for high laser powers and a fixed laser frequency, thus a bottleneck 
is encountered. 
The final chapter treats rapid adiabatic passage processes for two-, three- and multi-
ievel systems. Here, expeiiment гшсі theory, the latter based upon the numerical solution 
of the optical Bloch-equations, are compared and found in fairly good agreement. 
It is shown for two- and multi-level systems, that excitation of molecules by curved 
laser wavefronts results in an inversion of the population of molecular levels. Due to 
the curvature the molecules experience a frequency sweep during their flight through the 
laser beam. Simulation of the system, which includes this effect, leads to a satisfactory 
agreement. 
In a three-level systems inversion can be obtained without frequency sweep^ using two 
lasers applied in an anti-intuitive way. Here, first the interaction between the two upper 
levels is switched on and henceafter (but with overlap m time) the one between the two 
lower levels, by an appropriate timing of two laser pulses. This results in a transfer of 
population from the initial level to the highest one, without any appreciable occupation 
of the intermediate state 
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Chapter two 
IR PREDISSOCIATION OF HALOGENATED 
METHANE VAN DER WAALS COMPLEXES 
С. Liedenbaum, В. Heijmen, S. Stolte and J. Reuss 
Fysisch Laboratorium, Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen 
Toernooiveld, 6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
Abstract 
The infrared dissociation spe( tra of several halogenated methanes (CHCL2F, CH3F 
CF3I and CFsBr) have been studied. Bonded and free С F stretch excitations have 
been observed. Η-bridges forming the bonding in CHC1¿F or CH3F dimers lead to 
very large red-shifts in the dissociation spectrum with respect to the ga.s-phase ab-
sorptions. Double resonance techniques have been employed to study the homogeneity 
of the spectral features 
1 Introduction 
This paper deals with the IR predissociafion spectra of some halogenated methane van 
der Waals complexes formed in a seeded beam. For the first time the dimer spectrum of 
CHCbF is obtained and those of CH.4F. CF3I and CF3Br are remeasured with improved 
sensitivity compared to previous studies [1,2,3] showing some new aspects. 
The effect of hydrogen bonding upon the cluster spectrum has been observed for many 
systems (see for instance [4]}. Particularly elucidating work has been done on the HF-
dimer
 L5,C] as well as NHj-clusters [7.8'. Much less information exists for non-hydrogen 
bonded systems [1", due to experimental difficulties caused by the weak bonding. There-
fore, the observation of these systems is mainly restricted to low temperature collisionless 
environments as encountered in molecular beams. 
All complexes of the different molecules show broadening and shifting of the dissoci-
ation bauds with respect to the gas-phase monomer absorption frequencies either due to 
hydrogen bonding implying a strong perturbation (CHCbF and CII3F) or due to a weak 
van der Waals bonding (CF.-iBr and CF.J) showing less pronounced shifts. 
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Especially the case of C H C b F is interesting in regard to the linewidth-determmed 
minimum lifetime obtained by double resonance techniques Very different values are 
observed for excitation of the bonded or free C-F stretch. 
An attempt is made to discuss some possible structures of the various systems based 
on the experimental data and similarities with other systems. 
2 Experimental 
The bolometer equipped apparatus used for the detection of cluster dissociation is the 
same as in [9'. A bolometer (10] detects a molecular beam containing dusters which are 
formed in an expansion from a 30 μια diameter nozzle at room temperature. In general, the 
investigated molecules are seeded in He. The stagnation conditions have been chosen in 
buch a way that we expect pure dimers of halógena ted methanes to dominate the clustered 
fraction of the molecular beam. CO^-lasers are used to dibsociate the clusters so that the 
fragments leave the molecular beam. This results in a decrease of the energy load on the 
bolometer which can be phase-sensitively detected when the laser-radiation is dropped. 
Line-tunable cw COa-lasers capable of delivering powers up to 10 Watts and possessing 
a short-time frequency stability of 5 MHz. are employed in the measurements. The coarse 
wavelength grid of the CCb-laser can be refined by the use of '"OOa and N2O. 
In (he case of weak absorptions requiring higher laser-powers ал intracavity set-up is 
used, modified with respect to [9] This COo-laser has been constructed in such a way 
that the molecular beam passes through the laser cavity. The cavity consibts of a curved 
end mirror (partially transmitting Τ 0,1%, radius of curvature г — 7.5 cm) and a lens 
(f — З.75 cm) inside the vacuimi, a plasma tube and a grating for wavelength selection 
outside the vacuum. The intracavity waist is placed upon the molecular beam. The 
laser is constructed on an Invar support which is vibrationally isolated from the vacuum 
chambers by means of metallic bellows. 
The attainable intracavity laser power (P) is measured to be about 200 W on the 
average. Calculation of the waist diameter of this type of laser 1 lj yields a value of 2wo 
- 70 /un. In this way intensities of about 6 MW/cnr can be obtained (I - Ρ ^wij). The 
laser can be operated on CO2 and its isotopes as well as N2O yielding a tuning range from 
about 880 cm ' up to 1100 cm l . In all cases care has been taken not to bat urate the 
dissociation signal to preserve information on the relative band-strengths. 
In some cases two lasers are used to study correlation between the observed dissoci­
ation bands. A first uuchopped Ctb-laser dissociates clusters; the signal produced by a 
second diopped laser further downstream is phase-sensitively detected. From the spectral 
dependence of the effect of the first laser on the signal conclusions can be drawn about 
the (in)homogeneity of dissociation bands. 
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3 Results 
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Figure 1: The lit dissociation spectrum of CHCI3F (Іітегь for a 5V" in He mixturo. Stagnation prchsurc 
15 Bar, 30 /mi nozzle, applied laser intensitv 120 k\V cm2 Note the logaritmic scale for the signal The 
known gas-phase transitions IA- i<
e
, i/> ІЛІ and t'j 12 are indicated by arrows 
In Fig. 1 we present the spectrum of CHCI2F dimers (5% CHClal·1 in He mixture, source 
pressure 5 Баг) The applied laser intensity is about 120 kW/cnr. 
The spectrum reveals several bands within the tuning range of the COo-lascr. The 
band centered at 1Ü84 cm - 1 could be identified as the г/3 vibration (1079.1 сш Ч [12"). 
In '12] the tmly other relevant, monomer absorption features have been found at about, 
948 cm" 1 (l'a г/9) and at 961 cm" 1 (r/r - i-'r,)- The band origin of the г/,
Г
шо<1е ((л,-
mode) lies at 277 c m " 1 (367 cm l). Indeed a small dissociation signal is seen at 951 cm ', 
indicating the excistence of vibrationally excited dimers. 
A reliable assignment cannot be given for the observed band, although the obvious one 
would be the ;A - vg. In such a case the 1/7 - v
e
 would be too small to emerge from 
the red tail of the i>3 excitation. However, the molecules in the expansion lend to relax to 
their lowest energy states (ground-state or i/
c
-level); thus one expects a larger contribution 
from the i>7 — i/e to the dissociation spectrum than of the i/2 - v& difference band. We 
are led to the conclusion that the binding energy of the dimer is at least, 277 cm" 1 . 
The peak centered at 1057 cm" 1 (a red-shift of 27 cm 1 with respect to the monomer 
F3 band-origin) has a width of about 32 c m - 1 . We suggest this band to come also from the 
excitation of the С F stretch 1/3. But in this case, contrasting to the above mentioned //3 
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Figure 2: Two-laser experiment uiidei the rondmurb of Fin 1 The piobe laser is че{ to lüsl US rm ' and 
the pump Іаыт freqneiici, К varied. Probe Іачеі iiiU'n4it\ 1 k\V cm", ришр laser intensity t.8 k\V enr 
irnrve a; and 3 fi k\V cm2 (cvnve 1)) 
excitation, the F-atom participates in the hydrogen bond connecting the two molecules. 
In general such a perturbed С -F stretch shows a substantial red-shift, whereas the free 
С F stretch will hardly be perturbed. In comparison, the II F stretch red-shift for (llF)o 
amounts to more than 120 cm " ''>[• The Г II stretch is expected to show similar properties 
but the investigation of this effect falls outside our current experimental possibilities. The 
high binding energy of the dimer (evidenced by the observation of the difference band) is 
compatible with hydrogen bonding. 
Th*.· band around 910 cm ' does not correlate witli an absorption feature in the gas-
phase spectrum of CHCbF. We attribute this dissociation signal to the excitation of a 
combination band of );„ (807 cm ' '12)) and the van der Waals mode considered to be the 
F - - H stretch mode with a frequency of about 100 cm ' see [4]). The presence of the 
i-vcxcitation causes the increase of the bolometer signal at the red limit of our observation 
frequencies. 
The observation of a peak due to vibrationally excited dimers indicates that several 
other hot-bands of low-lying van der Waals modes should excist. However, because of 
their low intensity and their expected position on the flank of the ι/
Λ
 band, they are most 
likely to escape from observation. 
Two-laser experiments were performed to investigate the "homogeneity" of the spectral 
bands in a way similar to [9]. The chopped probe laser was set, to 1081.08 cm '. not 
coinciding with the peak absorption at 1084.63 cm ' . The pump laser (farther upstream 
the molecular beam and operating continuously) was varied m wavelength and the decrease 
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of probe laser signal due to the pump laser is shown in Fig. 2. 
Clearly two offerts are seen. 1) The pump laser most effectively attenuates the probe 
laser signal for (nearly) equal pump and probe laser frequencies (holt4-burning). This is 
more pronounced at low pump powers. 2) There is a homogeneous part, in the probe 
laser signal. Performing a similar experiment with the probe laser frequency set to 1050 
n u
 1
, yields quite a different result. The hole burning effect is absent and the one-laser-
predissociation profile is completely reproduced, i.e. solely effect 2) is observed. 
The hole (effect 1) is seen to have a width smaller than the separation between two 
laser lines (35 GHz), resulting in a mmimum lifetime τ - (2πΔΐ·') ' - 4.5 psec. If we 
scan a CO.; waveguide laser over its 230 MHz free spectral range {9] no distinct hole is 
observed yielding a lower limit for the width of the hole of about 1 GHz. From the width 
of the red-shifted band at 1057 cm ' (FWHM = 32 c m - 1 ) one can calculate a minimum 
lifetime of τ — 0.15 ps. The width of the spectral features is determined by coupling of 
the excited state to the continuum of unbound states. 
Two-laser experiments with the pump laser at 1079 cm" 1 show attenuation of the 
probe laser signal both at 910 cm ' and 951 cm '. Although this may seem a surprising 
observation it should be remembered that only one of the molecules in the dinier has to be 
vibratioually excited. This particular dinier will also contribute to the dissociation bands 
for non-excited diniers. 
Up to 5 Bar stagnation pressure, no pressure dependence of the ratio It of the signals 
at 1084 cm ' and 1057 cni" 1 was found (R - 1.8, Fig. 1). 
Bolometer Signal 
1000 1050 Wavenumber (cm-1) 
Figure, 3: C'II;,F-<Um<4' dissociation spoctruiu for a 2''. C'HjF in He mixturo, and various stagnation 
pressures (a· 2 Bar, l>. 3 Bat ami с Í Bai). Applied lasci intcìisitv is 120 kW сиг The position of the 
excited ubiatmn i') is indicated by an airow. 
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Up to Γ) Bar sí agnation pressure, no pressure dependence of the ratio R of the signals 
at 1084 cm ' and 1057 п і Г 1 was found (R 1,8. Fig. 1) 
3 . 2 C H 3 F 
The dinier dissociation spectrum obtained with a 20,ί С Щ Р The excited u^ absorption is a 
С F stretch (band-origin for the monomer at 1048.6 cm ' [13]). The molecule is capable 
of forming hydrogen honds. If CIl^F dnners are expected to behave similarly to CHCbF 
diniers. a bonded and a free С F stieteh should be observed in the dissociation spectrum. 
However, in Fig. 3 no clear evidence for this is found. 
The С F stretch is ied-shiaed to 1030 cm 1 (Δι/ - -18 cm ') and has a FWHM of 18 
cm '. This value agrees with the observed band m 13] (1031 cm ') In the investigated 
range we have observed only a slight shift to the blue (less than 2 cm ' ) for the peak 
absorption, for higher stagnation pressures. 
3.3 CFal/CFsBr 
Thf spectrum of CF 3 I dimers has already been investigated 1] as well as that of (CF^BrJj 
2^  Due to the enhanced sensitivity of our apparatus with respect to ,1^ details in the 
.spe( truin could be detected which have escaped from observation thus far. hi Fig. 1 the 
dissociation spectrum of CF-J dimers is shown (Ι.ό'Ί' CT .¡I in He. 1 3 Bar) The 1/] (1076 
cm ' ) and 2 (1081 cm ') excitation can he identified as well as the іл -+• t's (1027 
Xu Bolometer Signal 
02 
5-
'mm* 
1000 1050 
Wavenumber (cm-1) 00 
F i g u r e 1: СТД dimoi spp<triim (рхрапчоп ut' 1 5 СТ(1 ui Но. Ча^илиоп pressine 1 J Bar ami д iasr>r 
iiitonsm oi 300 kW im 2 ) shmMiig ihe cj Í><¡, Г, and '.Ί'? excitation as well as the latter twu toi the 
n C ' F 1 I ''' CF-il uiiulmiatuiii (see mset ) The band nnhrated with a star is disuisseil in the text 
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Bolometer Signal-
Ю70 1100 , Wavenumber (cm-1) 
F i g u r e 5: Ош- las« spectrum for S'î OF3B1 iu He (stagnation ргеь^иіс 1 5 Bui, laser intensity 1 kW cm") 
Аь in the other figures the known bands i'i and 2 r | 1& are indicated by ,111 arrow The bhouider labeled 
with a star is discussed in the text. 
cm
 l ) excitation. The bands axe blue-shifted by less than 1 cm ' oxcopt the fj -*• и
я 
band which is red-shifted by 1 cm l as compared to the gas-phase spectrum of CF S I ^14]. 
The observed band at 1069 cm" 1 (also observed in [I] and attributed to a bonded С F 
stretch) is correlated with f; -f //3. the ν ι and the 2ι·? peaks. This observation is based 
on a double résonance experiment as described in the experimental section. Comparison 
of the band strength with T4! gives a ratio of (1^) ƒ (IA -f i/,5) of 9 in the monomer as 
compared to 5 in the dimer spectrum. The (¡Ί) / (2i/°) ratio amounts to 1 (the шопошег 
ratio is equal to 3). 
Due to the large isotope shift of the vi and 27'" bands going from u ' C F j l to 1 3 CFaI (for 
i'i Δι/ -- -27.9 cm 1 and for '2ν% ^1' ·—31.8 cm 1 [14j) it is possible to detect separate 
peaks for the mixed dimers at 1053 cm l and 1047 cm" ' . These weak features will not be 
discussed here; it suffices to state that they possess the right, absorption strength corre­
sponding to the natural abundance of 1.14 of the uC-isotope (Note that the probability 
of forming a mixed dimer is 2 times 1.1 Я) . 
Л mixture of δ% CF^Br in He (stagnation pressure 1.5 Bar) was used lo теаыіге the 
spectrum shown in Fig. 5. 
In essence, this spectrum does not differ much from that of the CF¿I dimers. Two 
distinct peales are seen at 1086 cm 1 (assigned to the Vy, monomer value for the С F 
stretch i'! - 1081.6 cm l ) and 1095 c m " 1 . The latter one is seen fully resolved for the 
first time and is assigned to the 21/? (gas-phase value 1095.6 cm ' loi). A shoulder is 
observed around 1079 cm "' as discussed by llj and assigned to the excitation of the bonded 
С F stretch. The frequency shift between the bonded and free stretch excitation amounts 
to about 7 cm 1 as in the CFjI -case. 
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At elevated source pressures the shoulder mentioned above becomes distinct. For 
the CF
:
iI measurements, this relative (enhancement has not been observed. Trmiers and 
heavier clusters show up. in particular around 1079 cm ' and 1095 cm 4 for CFjBr; the 
more diluted mixtures of CF 3 I in He do nut allow substantial formation of heavier clusters. 
A double resonance experiment did not lead to hole burning effects for neither CF3I nor 
CF.-jBr -dimers. 
The mmffeded Ι Ί and the 2г^ absorption occur with an approximate intensity ratio of 
3:1 (gas-phase ratio 10:1 '15}). In both cases the strength of the 2i/? excitation is enhanced 
with respect to the ¡Ί. which indicates a stronger Fermi-resonance for the two vibrations 
in the dimer. 
4 Discussion 
Although the geometrical structure of Ihe halogenated methanes is very similar, as con­
stituents of dimers or of clusters, in general they show quite adifferenl behaviour. This 
is due to the strong differences in electron-negativity of the atoms forming the molecules 
The extreme cases are represented by CHj/CF^ with mainly positive/negative charge 
distributions near the corner-points of a tetraeder. 
Related observations have been reported <m (NHsb where microwave-EBR and Stark-
effect measïironients led to the determination of л "surprising" dimer structure '7]. As 
compared to CH^. ammonia has a deformed tetraeder geometry, where one comer is 
occupied by an electron lobe. A similar behaviour is exported for CH3F with its negatively 
charged F-atom. i.e. one bent hydrogen H —F bridge between two corner-point and a 
F <}}-bond for the second F-atom. see B'ig. 6a. The consequence for the absorption bands 
is a significant, but perhaps slightly different red-bhift for both С F stretches, not in 
disagreement with the present observations, see Fig. 3. 
The broad blue shoulder above J 0Ί0 cm ' is possibly the consequence of dimers with 
excited лп der Waals modes causing a weakening of the Η-bridges as well as a decreased 
red-shift. For higher source pressures and thus lower temperatures in the expansion, the 
influence of these presumed van der Waals hot-bands is seen to diminish (Fig. 3). 
The III predissooiation spectrum of (Nil,·)is [8] has a completely different appearance 
from what is depicted in Fig. 3. The reason is that in case of (NHj)« the i'3-umbrella 
mode is excited; this mode shows a strong blue-shift due to the quenching of the inversion-
tunnelling for dimers formed by NH.rmolecules. In contrast, the С F stretch frequency 
of CH.iF is red-shifted by the occurrence of the H-bridgo. 
The (NH 3 ) 2 -structure evidently does not apply to the case of (CHClaF)2 wh^xe a 
strongly red-shifted and an unshifted С F stretch are observed, see Fig. t. Our inter­
pretation is based on the model of a single linear H-boud such that the C' F stretch 
frequency of the participating F-atom becomes rod-shifted, whereas the free 0 F stretch 
remains nearly unperturbed. As compared to the (NHah -structure, inspection of Fig. С 
makes clear that electrostatic repulsion between the second F-atom and one of the Cl-
atoms both negatively charged forbids the occurrence of the characteristic double 
bridge of the (NH;i)2 -structure. The proposed linear structure is shown in Fig. 6b. This 
structure yields an electric dipole-moment larger than /ten t- μι\·, a conjecture so far not 
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Figure 6: Possible geometrical btructun» for halogenated methane complexes. The ι devant case fm each 
of the studied molecules is indicated in the fignre. a. CHCl^ F . b· CHiF , с and d CFjBi and CFjI . 
tested experhnentally. 
In agreement with the structure of Fig. C1'. we find very différent handwidths. for the 
unshifted and red-shifted С F stretch excitations. In fact, we have investigated this point 
thorougly using double-resonance techniques: the red-shifted peak appears tu be totally 
homogeneou.s, i.e. no hole-burning has been observed; in addition, if the pump laser is set 
on the unshifted peak the probe laser shows that the red-shifted pre-dissuciation signal is 
decreased without preference, over the full width of 32 cm '. 
On the other hand, if pump and probe laseis are both scanned over the unshifted 
peak, clear hole-burning is observed, see F'ig. 2: the experimental hole width amounts to 
l..r) cm ' . demonstrating an about 20 times weaker coupling of the free C- F stretch to the 
continuum ht at es than observed for the bound С F stretch. 
The totally halogenated CF 3 I and CF.tBr are not capable to form a H-bridge-kind 
bonding at all. For conditions of small and negligible triiner/tetramer concentrations, es 
penally in the {CF
:tI)2case three main peaks are observed (see Fig. 4); as aheady discussed 
by Celli and .landa [I , they are assigned from the blue to the reti as the 2)-'", the free 
and the bonded С F stretch transitions. The first two are practically unshifted (shift less 
than 1 с ш " 1 ) . whereas the third is 7 cm" 1 to the red with respect to the j^-monomer 
frequency. Both structures с and d of Fig. 6 are compatible with these findings. The 
difference is that structure с leads to a dynamical dipole-dipole interaction as observed 
especially for (SF,;)^· il6]· whereas structure d does not. At a first glance, the small shift 
of the so called free i/, stretch band seems to rule out structure с However, the lifting of 
the degeneracy between the lowest excited vibrations of the 'free' and the 'bound' С V 
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Stretch - by the hindrance of the latter vibration caused by the neighbourhood of the 
I-atom decreases biguitìcantly the infhionco of the dynamical dipole-dipole interaction 
such that in our opinion - structure с cannot be ruled out. 
The (CF;jBr)2 -predissociation spectrum (Fig. 5) shows the same featureb as the main 
(СРзІЬ ones, though with lower resolution and a diiferent intensity distribution. For 
instance, the hound and red-shifted С F stretch manifests itself only by a shoulder at. 
about 1077 cm '. The fact of lower resolution may find its origin in stronger bonding of 
the Br-atom to the CF.vgroup and therefore yielding a stronger coupling to the van der 
Waals-mode and dissociation contimmm. 
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Chapter three 
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Abstract 
('ontimious ua\t ' CO.-lasois an* einplincd ш inulti-photou excitation с vpeiuuents 
i h e excited SF^ molecules <ue defected In then energv delnered to л boloinctei In 
a double usiinance experiinent fine-tuning of the jirobe laser peinnts to observe a 
0 ") MH/ 1 \\1ГМ dip binned mto the initial stale distiihution b\ adiabatic passage 
pi ι« esses pioduced b\ a pump laser This hole s u n n e s flight times oí more than 200 
nni i osen mds If a pie-e\.4citcd state disti ihution (c teat ed thiough absoip tum of seveial 
OOj-laser photons) is pumped the FWIIM of the thus produced etfecf mcrcMses to 
.ibout 2(lt) (!II/ DifleiciHCs with pnîsal laser obs tna t ious and the flneme dcjiendence 
of the liansition proi»abilities will b< discussed 
1 Introduction 
Since its discoveiv m ІЧТЗ t h e colliMoiiless mfran d m u l t i p h o t o n exc i t a t i o n ( λ Ι Ρ Ε ) (if p o h -
afoinu molecules 1 h a s been t h e subject of maiiv s tudies e lucidat ing detai led a s p e c t s of 
this ph( n o m e m m for ιoviews see 2 7 
Fins stuclv deals wi th t h e m u l t i p h o t o n a b s o i p t i o n a n d s t i m u l a t e d emission p i υ ρ « t i e s 
of the S F
r
 b e n c h m a j k molecule undei Ihe c x t i e m e conciitioiis cif a collisionless molecu-
lai b e a m formed in a supersonic expans ion i n t e r a c t i n g wi th cw single m o d e C O j laser 
l a d i a t i o n 
Most of t h e w(>rk cm M P E . pos.siblv fol low«! by moloculai dissociation ( M P D ) . h a s 
been carr ied oui m SI',, u n d e r bulk-gas umclition*! us ing p u l s e d (mul t i-mode) CCh-lasers 
possessing a r a t h e r undef ined louiporal behaviour |2-7 I n some cases spee u l a t t e n t i o n 
h a s lieen given t o ymlse s h a p i n g 31 32 
A c e o i d m g to t h e accept ! d a n d c m r e n t u n d e r s t a n d i n g t h e MPE-procc^s init iate« wi th 
the i x i i t a t i o n of a l a t h e i low v ibra t iona l level In coherent a b s o r p t i o n of tvpieaUv 2 to 
It 
4 IR-phot ons [2-9]. Such coherent multi-photon absorption can be induced because of 
the high oscillator strength of certain IR-active fundamentals and because of nearly res-
onant intermediate levels. For SF,-, we deal with the three-fold degenerate asymmetric 
stretch mode. v3, having its origin at 948 cm 1. At very high vibrational levels (for SFt-„ 
nhv3 > 4000 cm ' ) the density of vibrational states becomes sufficiently high, so that 
levels overlapping within the experimental conditions generally interact and non-resonant 
absorption occurs (i.e. the laser frequency does not have to tìt a specific level spacing). The 
upper region of the discretely excited states (below the beginning of the dense manifold of 
overlapping levels, often called the qtiasi-eontmuum) is thovight to act аь a bottleneck for 
multi-photon absorption of photons. In this upper region, anharmonic shifts are ineffec­
tively compensated by synunotry splitting. If this bottleneck is overcome by a sufficiently 
intense radiation field the molecules are pumped further into the quasi-continuuni and the 
true continuum of dissociating states. 
Problems exist concerning the life time properties and energy distribution of the in­
termediate states excited during the MPE-process. Energy transfer among those states 
by collisions turn out to form an obstacle to dissociation. Bloembergeu and coworkers 
[10 used two independently picosec pulsed COj-lasers in a classic pump-probe experi­
ment and observed a rapid collisional scrambling rate for excited SïV, molecules (Pr - 2 
nsecTorr). Thus studies of the temporal character of states excited by the MPE-process 
require highly rarefied conditions such as those present in a molecular beam environment. 
Employing a sensitive bolometer [11] as a detector Boschetti et al. [12 investigated 
the MPE-probability of SFf, as a function of the laser frequency of a hne-tunable TEA-
COi-laser. At a constant fluence of 1 ,I/ciir excitation spectra were measured for several 
stagnation conditions and shown to depend slightly on the rotational and stiongly on 
the vibrational temperature of the SFij molecules. At their most elevated stagnation 
temperature (To - 398 K) and at a laser frequencv of 944.2 cm 1 (10P20) the maximum 
absorption probability of an aveiage of (n) — 15 photons per molecule was observed. At 
lower stagnation temperatures this maximum turned out to be lower (for To — 198 K, 
(n) = 7) and to occur at slightly blue shifted laser transitions (shifts up to 3 cm ' ) . The 
envelope of these hue-tuned spectia shows resemblance with those collected by Schul/, et 
al. 13Î. measuring at a fluence of 5 J ' cm 2 the AlPD probabilitv for SF„ molecules in a 
supersonic beam. Both series of spectra J2,13] appear to be blue-shifted in comparison 
to the temperature dependence of MPE-spectra for SFu obtained in bulk experiments by 
Tsay et al. 14]. Continuously tunable III radiation produced from a high pressure pulsed 
C())-laser was used by Alimpiev et al. [15] to measure the completely resolved ftequency 
dependence of the MPE-probability for bulk-SF t) at Τ - 140 К and Ρ ^ ().з Torr. A 
surprisingly structured .speetrmn was lecorded and found to be voi у different from the 
smooth spectral envelopes resulting from the previously mentioned nieasurements [12-14] 
utilizing line-tunable CChTaser radiation sources. The spectrum of Í15j loiitams several 
sharp peaks (0 15 cm ' FWHM), which have been assigned as Q-branches belonging to 
two- and three photon resonances of the IR active ι/
Λ
 vibrational mode 1С.17]. The 
reproducibility of these sharp features is poor however [30]. 
In our opto-theimal studv. similarly to Boschetti et al. [12] a bolometer is used to 
detect MPE in a supersonic molecular beam of SF,·, molecules. In contract, however, the 
IR-photons are now coming from a cw line-tunable CO^-laser. As explained in section 
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2, sometimes a special intracavity set-up is used, which focusses the internal Іаьег power 
into a narrow waist, yielding c-w 0()2-lascr fliiences up to 0.18 J, cm2 (depending on the 
average velocity of the molecules in the beam). Similarly to the pulsed laser studies [12-
141 the interaction time of S F 0 molecules crossing the intracavity focus lies in the order 
of 10 7 to 10 (' sec depending upon the velocity of the molecular beam; in our case, the 
radiation field belongs to a laser, which is operated under single mode conditions. 
In section 3.1 we present and discuss the MPE-spectra obtained at various stagnation 
temperatures. To investigate the characteristics of MPE a second probe laser excites 
the SF
e
 molecules (pumped by the first laser) even further. Both lasers can be tuned 
independently and two color excitation spectra are presented. 
In section 3.2 the possibilities of frequency timing a cw CCK-laser around the central 
emission frequency is exploited. Within the tuning range of 230 MHz and above the 
detection limit of our apparatus, neither fine structure nor a power threshold for the MPE-
probabiiity has been found. Inspecting the possibility of hole burning the two spatially 
separated pump and probe lasers have been hmed around resonance. A sharp dip ( Δ ^ < 
450 kHz) has been observed. The upper limit of 2 cm ι FWHM, found by Sharp et 
al. [10 in their picosec pulsed CCK-laser double resonance experiments, appears to be 
overestimated by more than 5 orders of magnitude. 
In section 3.2.4 it will be shown, from the study of a strictly one-photon i/j-transition 
in C>H.i. that the curvature of the radiation wave fronts and monochromatic character 
of our cw laser field provide the possibility of a controlled absorption and de-excitation 
process according to the mechanism of rapid adiabatic passage (RAP) [3.21,26]. 
In sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 it will be shown that, using pump and probe lasers, we 
observe1 RAP-processes for the multi-photon transitions of S F
e
. Phenomena like this were 
theoretically discussed recently [3\ Intramolecular relaxation of SFe molecules excited up 
to the bottleneck region turns out to lie a very slow process (τ > 10 3 sec). 
Double and triple resonance measurements are discussed in section 3.3. They lead to 
the (onclusion that RAP-processes dominate the observed MPE effects as long as Slv, 
molecules are considered without pre-excitation. However, as soon as the starting levels 
were pre-excited by interaction with a laser field, a following double resonance experiment 
did not yield any longer narrow dips due to RAP-processes. 
Section 1 will complete this study with some summarizing conclusions. 
2 Experimental 
The molecular beam machine and bolometer detector used in the experiments have 
been described in detail elsewhere 22j. A bolometer acts as an energy detector [11]. 
Whenever COj-la»er radiation is absorbed by the molecular beam, the total energy of the 
beam is increased (molecules acquire a higher degree of internal excitation) and therefore 
the temperature of the bolometer is raised. The laser is chopped at 90 Hz and phase-
sensitive detection is applied. We call a positive signal an increase of energy delivered to 
the bolometer after absorption of laser photons by the molecules of the beam. Negative 
signals are attributed to stimulated de-excitation (lowering of the number of photons 
absorbed by the molecules in the molecular beam with a laser); our set-up is extremely 
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laser source 
tunabihty (MH/) 
power (W) 
intensity (kW/cm2) 
focal diameter (mm) 
fluente (mJ/cm 2) 
waveguide 
230 
5 
0 5 
1 2 
16 
conventional 
75 
50 
8 
0 6 
30 
intra ca\ 
none 
300 
110 
0 6 
180 
Table 1 Chauuttribtitbof the three empluved COi l.i.s«rs i t maximum intuibit} fluence <md tunabilit\ 
The laser intensità has been taken as an averaged value dniding the laser power by T D 2 4, D being the 
focal diametei The fluence is calculated as I - where - is the interaction time of the molecules with the 
User hild gnen by τ D л л is the aveiage flow velocity of the SFf, molecules as listed in table 2 Here 
the maximum attainable fluenu (at lowest beam vcloutiib) is gi\(n 
BM 
Figli le 1 Experimental set up for Doppler tuning Ml ι игл td mirror (R t>0 em) BM bolometer 
I lens (( 40 (in) i h chopper At Attenuator Bs beamsplitter M — flat min οι Making 
Θ iqudl to /его lesults m a lasei crossing at ught «ingles -ftith the moleiular beam Bv means of Ml and L 
smulai laser erossmgs ean be аекилесі 
suitable for the observat ion of this s t i m u l a t e d de exc i ta t ion Por e x a m p l e t h e b o l o m e t e r 
is capable t o detect signals which (orrospoi id t o an tniergy load or u n l o a d oí less t h a n 
1 10 0 of the total energv contents of the molecular beam (NEP - 8 10 Ы \ /(Н/)!) 
Unless otherwise noted all measurements were petfoimod at stagnation conditions with 
a temperature ol 550 К and a pressure of 300 Ton with an expansion of pure SFu (iio//le 
e>f 50 micrometers diameter and a skimmer ot 0 ύ mm chamoter) 
As in leeent measurements on CjIIi ehmers Í23 we could choose between three laser 
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sources retaining the possibility of intracavity operation (see Table 1). The mode structure 
of the laser radiation watt analyzed by a home-built «infocai Fabry-Perot interferometer 
having a free spectral range of 150 MHz and a finesse of 50. ZnSe lenses with a focal 
length of 40 cm were used to focus the laser beams onto the molecular beam. Up to three 
independent COj-lasers were used which intersect the molecular beam along its path at 
distances from each other of 7.5 cm and 15 cm resulting in an effective time delay of 150 
microseconds (the time of flight between the laser foci). We call the chopped laser the 
probe laser: any other non-chopped laser is referred to as pump laser. 
During the measurements we also made use of the set-up of Fig. 1. A laser beam 
is split into two parts; one part intersects the molecular beam at right angles, the other 
сал be directed by a mirror to intersect the molecular beam at a slightly different angle 
inducing a Doppler shift. Both intensities can be independently varied by dual Brewster 
plate attenuators. 
3 Results and discussion 
3.1 Line-tunable laser spectra 
3.1.1 One-laser e x p e r i m e n t s 
In Fig. 2 we show the spectra obtained with the intracavity set-up. The laser intensities 
are 60 k W / m r (high Φ - 0.1 J / c u r for pure SFb and low Φ = 0.04 J / c n r for 1% SF„ 
in Helium). The different curves correspond to increasing nozzle-temperatures.The pure 
SF,-, as well as the 1% mixture show the same features e.g. increasing nosizle-teinperalures 
produce a red-shift of the absorption maximum and an increase of the absorption especially 
in the red wing of the curve. Within the range of available laser power no saturation of the 
signal has been observed. Even for the lowest applied laser intensities yielding reasonable 
Mgnals (2 W mr) the spectrum shows the same shape. 
The estimated laser fluences employed in the various pure SF., experiments are listed 
in table 2 Assmiung practical absence of vibrational relaxai ion during the expansion 
[12.28'. the energy delivered by an SF^ molecule to the bolometer could be calculated and 
compared with the energy of a COo-laser photon. We have followed the procedili e of ¡28] 
and assumed a heat of absorption of 2.8 · 10~2Ù J''molecule. From these numbers the ratio 
of the bolometer response for an impinging SF,, molecule and photons absorbed per SF,-, 
molecule has been computed for the various beam conditions. Multiplication of this ratio 
with ι he ratio of the observed increase of bolometer signal due to COa-laser excitation 
and the non-excited beam signal leaded to (n1. the average number of absorbed photons 
pei molecule listed in table 2. The parameter q has been calculated by multiplying (n) 
with the hpecfroscopically estimated excitation level of 5 CO.>-laser photons. 
Our excitation spectra (see Fig. 2) induced by cw COo-laser radiation appear to be 
different from those obtained by Boschetti et id. [12' who employed pulsed laseis in a sim­
ilar molecular beam experiiueut. At resembling beam conditions the maximum excitation 
signal of ¡121 turned out to be blue-shifted (about 5 cm ' ) in comparison with Fig. 2. The 
differences are attributed to the use of multi-mode pulsed lasors (see end of section 3.2.1). 
There are other experiments ¡27] where multi-photon excitation and 'or dissociation is 
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bolometer signal (au) 
to -
920 
to -
960 
Шы 
920 930 940 950 960 
laser frequency (cm-1) 
Figure 2: Luie tunahle spoctia of SFe at different somce tempeiatures ХогЛе diamelei 50 mirrometei, 
source pressure 300 Torr Гор pine SFo. bottom V SFi, m He For lasci (ontlitions and estuuates of 
¡ibborbed numbei of photons, see tables 2 and 3 Nfwle leiupeiatures · 100 К, о 150 К, Ж 500 К. Τ 550 К. 
а и in this figure and followiug tis'llr(4h stands for arbitrary units, 
probed, usinp; a powerful pulsed strongly red-shifted second laser to dissociate those SFr, 
molecules which were pre-oxcited by a first weak laser pulse. These experiments show 
broad excitation maxima around 945 cm ' . 
The dependence of MPE upon the S F 0 temperature has also been investigated for a 
low density bulk sample 14. Since the shape of the excitation spectra appeared to be 
insensitive to the laser power, we compare our data with the low fluence (Ф — 0.02 Л/сцг) 
spectra of [14j. Although the absotption in the red part, of the spectrum is somewhat less 
than in our case, the frequency where the highest absorption occurs turns out to agree 
with Fig. 2. 
In Fig. 2 the low fluence bolometer signal (lower part. SFn seeded in He acquires high 
velocities) can be eompax«! to the higher fluence results (upper part, pure SF,, beam). 
In table 3 estimated beam velocities. laser fluences and maxima of absorption are 
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to ικΓ 
300 
400 
450 
500 
550 
ν !m,V 
365 
420 
445 
469 
492 
Φ 'mJ сиг] 
100 
86 
81 
77 
73 
b W Í n n Ч 
940.5 
938 6 
937.5 
936.8 
935.9 
Ihf ' Ічь 
" "0.025 
0.12 
0.16 
0.21 
! 0.24 
~ ; n \ 
r
 0.08 
0.44 
0.72 
L04 
1.34 
q í ^ 
1.7 
8.8 
l i 
21 
27 
Table 2; Estimated degree of vibrational excitation íü the ause of лп expansion of pure SFg for different 
source temperatures (To) The beam velocity ν has been taken according to 12 Φ indicates the applied 
laser fluence which has been held constant throughout the spectrum of Fig. 2 i',,^, is the frequency of 
the excitation maximum. 1 ^ and Ih, are the molecular beam and'laser bokmietei signals. Finally η is 
the а егаде number of absorbed photons per molecule and q is the estimated participating fiactiou of SFs 
molecules (see discussion section 3 1 2Ì. 
To ¡Kj 
300 
400 
150 
500 
550 
V ' т /в , 
' ""l5Ìfi~ 
1752 
1858 
1
 1958 
1
 2054 
J*" 'mJ/cm5 ; 
24 
21 
19 
18 
18 
] "maxïCUl '] 
943.0 
940.5 
939.8 
939.0 
936.8 
i Ih^/I^Fs 
, 0.007 
0.025 
0.045 
0.050 
0.055 
in) 
0.11 
0.57 
1.16 
1.43 ' 
• 1.74 ' 
q ^ 
2.3 
11 
23 
29 
35 
Table 3. See caption of table 2 but now for the rase of a 14 SF,, in Helmin expansion The quoted 
velocities have been calculated using ν (3 k To З/і)-- where μ is the average mass щ the mixture 
listed for the MPE-speetra of 14 SVh in Helium, shown m the lower part of Fig. 2. In 
our opinion, calculation of {ιΰ and q leads to unrealislirally high values, considered to 
he an upper limit only. We suppose that at high beam velocities (1500-2000 ni/.s) the 
translational energy of the SFR molecules is accommodated only partly by the bolometer 
surface, while vibrational eneigy is transferred efficiently to the bolometer. Comparing the 
shape of the MPE-spectra for both cases, one notices the similarity of the two, indicating 
that the vibrational distribution of the SFo molecules dominates the probability of the 
MPE-process, 
3.1.2 Two-laser exper iments 
To investigate the laser-populated levels we have performed a two laser experiment As 
always, the chopped probe laser produces the phase-sensitively detected bolometer signal. 
In Fig. 3 two of the measurrmeixts aie presented displaying the difterence between the 
bolometer signal with the pump laser on and off. The first one with the pump laser fixed 
at the 10P28 (936.8 c m - 1 , the maximum of absorption in Fig. 2) shows the bolometer 
signal if the probe laser frequency is varied. The result of pumping with the 10P28 line 
yields an absorption-band (on top of the already existing one), centered around the 10P36 
(929.0 cm ' ) with a FWHM of 10 cm l . 
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bolometer signal (au ) — — 
о 
Л 
ri \ 
/ \ . 
- — о ι I ^ » I 
"910 920 930 940 950 
laser frequency (cm-·) 
Figure 3: Pump лпгі prol)? expeiiiiient m SFn o pruhe frequency 10P36 (929 cm M, pump fiequency is 
ашчі, Iproi.r 10 kW cm'-, Ф1>г<,ьР 20 mJ cm"', »pump Ггефірпс 10P28 (936 8 cm ' ) , probe frcqiipncy 
ib лпсіі. I1)r„i)c. -^ S kW cm"'. Φρ,-,,ι,ο 16 mJ cm
2
. In both cases Ι ] ) η „ φ - 10 kW cm
2
, Ф1>цтр - 20 mJ cm
2 
The second measurement, involved a variation of the pump frequency whereas the 
probe laser was held at. the 10P36. The excited levels which absorb this probe frequency 
are connected to the lower levels through an excitation-band centered around the 1()P28 
transition with a FWIIM of 8.5 cm '. 
From the work of Patterson et, al. [Iti], one can deduce the energy levels of the v-A 
ladder of SFo and in that way determine A) the n-plioton transition frequency between 
the ground state aud the level η ^ and (В) the one-photon transition frequency of a 
molecule going from lovel η v$ to ( n + l ) v?,. In general a complex pattern is obtained: the 
main feature can be described by a spectral shift of (n- l)X M for (A), and 2nX.s3 for (B). 
with respect to the v^ band origin (X,
u
 — -1.74 снГ 1 [17]). 
Although we heat the nozzle and thus populate other states beside the ground state 
this effect is observed to induce only an extra shift of 3-4 cm ' to the red, a shift much 
smaller than the measured total shift of 10 cm" 1 at Τ - 500 К (see Fig. 2). We conclude 
from the correlation between the pump and probe frequencies that 3 to 5 photons are 
absorbed by a fraction q of the SFf i molecules; q then amounts up to about 21% at the 
highest laser fluonces (see also table 2). 
Admittedly, this is a rather crude estimale of the nuniber of absorbed photons per 
molecule; however, even if we calculate e.g. the five-photon- transit ions carefully, taking 
into account the symmetry splitting and anhannonicity [16,17]. the result is the same. 
In Fig. 3, the pump laser has been fixed to the 10P28 transition, with a laser intensity 
oí 10 kW/cm- (full symbols). In addition, measurements have been performed up to much 
s 
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higher pump laser intensities (about 2Ü0 kW/cm2) : in this case a decrease of the detected 
probe laser signal is seen, if the probe laser is tuned to transitions between 938 cm ' 
and 945 cm^1. For probe laser transitions between 930 cm ' and 938 cm ' , an enhance.d 
pump laser intensity yields also a decrease of the probe laser signal, but for very high 
pump intensities levels become populated that absorb the probe laser radiation and the 
bolometer-signal-decrease diminishes again. For probe laser transitions below 930 cm l a 
steady increase of the bolometer signal is observed for increasing pump laser intensity. 
3.2 Fine-tuned laser spectra 
3.2.1 One-laser e x p e r i m e n t s 
In order to see wether all of the abhorption effects of SFfi were as broad-banded as the pre-
viously described experiments suggested, we scanned the COs-laser within its free spectral 
range around one laser transition yielding lunabiliiics of 75 MHz and 230 MHz (table 1). 
The known ground state transitions near the X.O fi 10 line (9-17.75 cm l; P(3) multiplet 
Д9;; 1% SF h in Helium) and near the COL, I0P14 line (949.48 cm l: 11(28) [251 : pure SF«) 
were observed and showed normal power broadening as the laser intensity was. increased. 
No other coincidences were found. However, on all the COo-lines between 920 and 950 
cm ' a broad featureless background was observed, the strength of which is proportional 
to the laser intensity, without any discernable threshold, and without transition from one 
photon excitations to two- and three-photon excitation, i.e. immediately the structureless 
background was observed. 
If. for the I0P28 tramation, the COs-laser was misaligned such that it operated on 
two modes with a frequency separation of 20 ΜΗκ (analyzed by a confocal Fabry-Perof 
interferometer, see top of Fig. 1) at 8 Watts total power, a 30% increase of the bolometer 
signal was seen with respect to a single mode 8 Watts setting (10P28). One has to bear in 
mind that in pulsed laser-experiments the CO
r
la scr operates on many modes (the number 
of which varies from line to line) and that absorption is thus changed significantly if no 
precautions are taken. 
The results of this section (Fig. 2) should be compared to 15 . where highly structured 
multi-photon excitation spectra are reported, with a spectral resolution of 1 GHz, for a 
range of laser fluences, some even smaller than those employed by us. First, it is possible 
but unlikely that all tho^e features have escaped observatiou. because the FWHM of 
,15} is larger than our tuning range and/or because they all incidently fall outside our 
spectral windows where we can scan our CO-j-laser. Second, except one peak (at 944.39 
cm ' ) all those reported features depend on the spectral position of the second powerful 
laser, which is used to dissociate the pre-excited SF,·, molecules [30 . The ordv reproducible 
feature really is out of range for our waveguide laser. Third, even the position of maximum 
broad band absorption observed by us (Fig. 2) disagrees completely with the observation 
of [7,15.27}. as mentioned in section 3.1.1. Fourth, it is not due to our limited signal to 
noise ratio (determined by the stability of the lam- intensity, which is better than 1%), 
that we could have missed these spectral features. 
Thus, in conclusion, the selective method of monitoring excitation of SF., molecules 
of 15] must be held responsible for the occurence of most of the spectral features. In 
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parenthesis, recent testing [29; of the influence of the laser bandwidth upon the structure 
in MPE-spectra produced by continuously tunable-high-pressure COo pulsed lasers showed 
a considerable correlation between bandwidth and spectral structure. 
3.2.2 Two independent lasers 
In this experiment we tuned both the pump and probe laser to the same CO^-laser tran­
sition and scanned the waveguide laser {probe laser) over its 230 MHz free spectral range 
while the pump laser was in its free running mode. In this way the pump laser had a 
short-time stability of 5 MHz. The probe laser was phase-sensitively detected. 
A sharp "dip"' appeared in the broad structureless absorption if both the probe and 
pump laser frequency coincided. The position of this dip was determined by the frequency 
of the pump laser and not by molecular properties (Fig. 4, right lower part) . This effect 
was observed on all lines which showed absorption in the one laser experiment although 
the relative depth varied throughout the spectrum (a slow scan over the dip showed an 
irregular spiking caused by frequency jitter between pump and probe laser frequency). If 
pump and probe laser frequencies do not coincide no dip is observed. 
If the pump laser is operated in two modes, two holes appear at the corresponding 
laser frequencies. The depth of each of these dips is less than in the case of single-mode 
operation at the same intensity, see bottom Fig. 4 left part. 
3.2.3 Doppler tuning 
Because the position of the dip is determined by the frequency of the pump laser we could 
exploit this fact by splitting the radiation of one laser into two beams and let one act as 
a probe and the other as a pump beam. Again a chopper modulated the probe beam. 
An independent frequency scan was accomplished by the Doppler tuning set-up de­
scribed in the experimental section. Rotating the mirror Ml over an angle Θ results in 
a shift of the laser frequency experienced by the SF f i molecules and thus induces a -
dependence of the position of the dip. In this way no frequency jitter can occur because 
only the frequency difference matters which is determined by the mirror-angle В (see Fig. 
1)· ' 
An example of the results is shown in Fig. 5 where pump and probe were tuned 
to the 10P28 (93G.8 cm l ) laser transition. For θ — 0 the absorption signal is seen to 
become even negative. Here the only conclusion can be that the probe beam de-excites 
SFc molecules that were excited by the pump, in contrast to usual hole-burning effects. 
The maximum achievable de-excitation signal diminishes and does not become negative 
in the red part of the spectrum (925 - 933 cm 1 ) . 
We independently varied the probe and pump laser fluence (Fig. 6). For small values 
the strength of the dip was observed to depend linearly on the. square root of the ratio 
of pump to probe laser fluence. The abscissa equals the ratio of the strength of the dip 
divided by the off-resonance signal nearby, multiplied by 100. 
The processes involved to produce Fig. 6 can be illustrated with a simple model 
(Fig. 7). With probability q. a single SF<i absorbs {nq) pump laser photons, on the aver­
age. see left part of Fig. 7. The probe laser induced bolometer signal is proportional to 
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Figure 5: Dopplet timing with the set-up of Fig 1. lotatirm of Ml causes a spwtuil shift with lespeet 
to the piolie fit-qncncv At Θ (I л negalne signal is .seen (stimulated (io-exutrition) FWHM of the dip ¡ь 
ΓιΟ kH? The dotted line refiects the probe sional л ііеп the ])mnp lasei is of!' 10P2S 1030.8 cm '1. lpumO 
II) kW (шМ,,,.,,,,. - 2 kW i m ' 
(1-q) и,, ρ - t i Διίρ'ρ' (oii-resoname), off-resonanee one iiiuls νΐι,,ίρ. where ρ (ρ') stands 
for the mean excitation (de-exeitation) probability caused by the probe laser, leading to 
the absorption of (iipi photons (emission of (Διίρ) photons: see Fig. 7 proeess 3). The 
depletion signal is then given by 
П, - (1 ;(1 q){ntl}p \Δΐ) ;;ϊρ'ί/ ϊ«,,)ρ)*10(1 ,/ ι (1) 
- (,(1 · ΚΔπ,,/ρ', ;»,, ;іі)»іоо% 
Here. (Διίρ'f4-" <uq) for Φρ,,,ΐκ· < Фритр) s t a n d s for t h e n u m b e r of p h o t o n s de-excited by 
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process 1). 
In eq. 1, (Δη,,) undergoes a change of behaviour precisely when a pronounced bend 
has been observed in the experimental curve of Fig. 6. Note that Fig. 6 presents the 
results m a reduced form, for probe laser fluences differing by a factor 100 (at maximum). 
The remarkable fact that we find an unique curve for laser frequencies in the blue part of 
the absorption spectrum does not follow from the simplified model of Fig. 7. 
If the pump and probe laser frequencies are tuned to 929 cm 1 (10P36), the probe 
laser produces further excitation, too (process 5 of Fig. 7) in addition to de-excitation 
effects. Therefore the depletion signal levels off at, a lower Devalue, for Фр,
Ш11, » ФргоЬе 
The miniimun FWHM of the dip is 450 kHz (Fig. 5) and reflects the inherent laser 
lincwidth rather than the laser frequency stability which is compensated for by the beam­
splitter arrangement of Fig. 1. 
3.2.4 S t i m u l a t e d d e - e x c i t a t i o n of C2H4 
Closely connected io the observation of de-excitation of SF,; we report here on the case of 
the CjHj molecule. Within the tuning range of the waveguide laser falls the (4.1.3) > 
Í 'T(5 , ( ) .5 ) transition (offset -97.5 MHz with respect to the 10P10 CCh-laserline (952.88 
cm M [25;) which has been observed with our bolometer-deteitor (FWHM 2 MHz. deter-
mined by the residual Doppler width of the molecular beam). Increasing the laser power 
beyond the saturation-value by a factor of 100, showed no broadening of the line (see 
Fig. 8). 
bolometer signal — 
(arb units) 
10 - CJHÍ -(á,T,3)*(5,0,S) transition 
i 1 
И" (W/cm')« 
Figure 8' Saturation behaviour of the (-1,1,3) -> ^(S, Ü. 5) hansition m C2H4 The Imc-width us seen to 
be (oustant up to the highest laser intcusities where the transition is stionglv saturated 
The absenee of power-broadening (observed also for the (6,2,5) > t/7 (6.1.5) transi-
tion of C'ïHi. offset 106.3 MHz with respect to the 10P26 COj-laser transition (937,96 
cm ' ) '25]) is attributed to the rapid adiabatic passage (RAP) phenomenon which has 
M 
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Figure 9: Stimulated de-excitation of OiHj On the left side the tiansition is shown with only one laser 
crossing as ш Fig. 7 On the right the pumjj beam is switched on. resulting m the observation of stimulated 
de-excitatnm 
been discussed by Adam et al. [21] and Kroon et al. 26^ for similar experiments. To 
check whether this is an appropriate description in our case, we crossed a molecular beam 
of 5% CaH.! in hoiiimi with two laser beams from the same laser each strong enough to 
saturate the absorption side of Fig. 9 the normal signal is shown with only one laser cross­
ing. On the right side the first exciting laser beam produces an inversion (RAP) between 
the participating levels of СЛІ.у molecule; the influence originating from the second laser 
beam (farther downslream and chopped) is phase-sensitively detected. In this case a 100% 
reversal of the signal is found. Here again the only possible explanation is that complete 
stimulated de-excitation of the inverted molecular population takes place. The FWHM of 
the line has decreased from 2 MHz (Doppler limited, left side of Fig. 9) to below 1 MHz 
(laser linewidth. right side of Fig. 9). 
An attempt to observe Rabi oscillations between the two levels failed under the condi­
tions of Fig. 9, in agreement with our explanation of inversion produced by RAP. For the 
CsHi dimers power-broadening of the dissociation lines has been observed [23]. In this 
сале no RAP occurs due to the limited lifetime of the dimers (45 nsec) which dissociate 
within the excitation regime. 
3.3 Three-laser experiments 
To investigate the excited levels we also employed three independently tunable COj-lasers 
crossing the molecular beam. In this set-up the first (unchoppod) laser (I) was tuned to 
the 10P28 laser line (936.8 cm ' ) to populate higher levels. In order to probe these levels 
farther downstream another laser (III) was tuned to the 10P36 laserline (929.0 c m - 1 ) and 
was phase-sensitively detected by the bolometer Finally a third (unchopped) laser (II) 
pump off 
| de-excitation 
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was placed amidst the former two and its frequency was varied 
3.3.1 Fine-tuning yields no inversion dip from pre-excited levels 
In the same manner as discussed before we tried to detect a dip m the background ab­
sorption but now starting from excited levels Laser II wa.s tuned to the 10P36 transition 
(929 0 cm ' ) with laser I off and laser III on (see Fig 10) 
bolometer -
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un ' ) on U M I Ш (920 cm ') Laders II <uid Ш >к1с1 л dip and a slightH (lüumiul іхіпдііоп as already 
di molisi rited m Fig 4 L.isus I and III are non rpsoiidiit and thprefoH ueld onh an <tihaiiii.d excitation 
Lasub I II and III show a slight h decreased ι xcitation with icspoit to the ca-e I and III but an nnihangtd 
dip as lompaied to the case II and III 
Ал a result of the population inversion between the ground state and states with i 
to 5 fj quanta a dip was obseivcd as before Switihnig the non-resonant laser I on and 
Іамі II off piodiued an inuease of signal without airv dip The increase reflects extia 
absorption conimg from nioleuiles on higher levels II all three lasers are switched on the 
dip is again detected but its absolute strength is not uureased which means that there is 
no contiibution from higher states The slight deciease m uvei all-absorption is due to the 
fact that the combmed action of laseis I and И has excited many SF^-molecuIes to such 
high levels that the anhamionic red shift rendéis absorption from laser III already less 
effic lent 
3.3.2 Line-tuning yields a broad dip 
In the tin ее lasei expciiment an increase of broad structuieless absorption is observed as 
chfleience signal tor molecules starting from the pumped highei levels of SF b if laser 11 is 
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Figure 11 : The bolometer sifçnai due to laserlH i ЮРЗС (929 cm ' ). I— 2 kW cm2) changos as conséquence 
of the extra absorption caused by laser I, (ll)P28 (93C.S cm"1). I 10 kW cm"); the (іесгеаье (deplption) 
pioduced liv laser Я іь Ніьрілуріі as function of the frcquencv of laser II (I 10 kW с т г ) . 
switched on and off'. Varying the CO-j-transitious of laser II we can deduce the excitation 
band width for these levels from the differences in broad band absorption (see Fig. 11). 
The data show that molecules having absorbed radiation at 929 с ш - 1 {10P36) can be 
pumped further within an excitation band with a FWHM of about 8 cm" 1 . Thus there 
are so many ways the molecules can be excited further from the pie-excited level that 
every laser frequency induces a transition, within these 8 cm" 1 
3.3.3 Inverting vs. non-inverting transitions 
To ensure the exclusive occurence of RAP-proce^ses which produce the dips of figures 4 
and 5 we removed laser I and Π and replaced them by split beams from a single laser 
as shown in figure 1. Care was taken that both laser beams were perpendicular to the 
molecular beam. Both Іаьог intensities were equal (2 kW-cm 2) and the effect of laser I was 
to reduce the signal of laser II to zero (effectively bleaching the molecular beam). Each 
of the single laser crossings I and II individually produced the same increase of signal 
caused by the chopped laser III (10P36. 929 cm ' ) . Switching both lasers I and IT on 
simultaneously, gave the same ііісгеа^е of the signal as each of the lasers I or II produced. 
an observation which leads to the conclusion that multi-photon pumping of the molecules 
only occurs through inverting transitions, under our experimental conditions. This test 
was performed setting lasers I and II to the ('O-j-transit.ion at. 936.8 cm 1 
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4 Conclusions 
The IR multi-photon excitation spectrum of SF,} is measured utilizing bolometric detec­
tion. It reveals a broad asymmetric maximum 10 cm "' red shifted from the band origin, 
with an approximate FWHM of 20 cm ' , This width depends on T
vlt,. These measure­
ments were performed with an intra-cavity set-up; maximum fluences of 0.18 J/cm 3 have 
been achieved. 
The tunability of the employed waveguide lasers (total range 230 MHz for strong COo-
transitions) does not lead to the observation of sharp spectral features attributable to well 
defined multi-photon transitions; instead a structureless absorption is observed covering 
the total range of tunability. The maximum waveguide laser fluences amounted to 1.6 
m J/cm 2 . 
Double resonance measurements with two line-tunable conventional CCk-lasers (maxi­
mum fiuenco 30 m J / c n r ) indicate a sudden change of excitation mechani&m. for (iiq) > 5; 
broad dips (FWHM 10 cm 1 ) were produced by the pump laser, in the excitation spec­
trum of the probe laser, (in contrast to the extremely narrow dips of 450 kHz FWHM. 
observed for (nq) < 3). 
Multi-photon inverting transitions (RAP-processes) have been observed; they are char­
acterized by. first, the absence of power broadening and. second, by double resonance dips 
which become negative with respect tu single laser absorption bolometer signals. 
The minimum linewidth of 450 kHz FWHM has been observed for these RAP-processes: 
the two participating lasers interacted with the molecular beam at a maximum distance 
of 0.15 m. Since the flow velocity of the 8Р
Й
 molecules has been as low as 365 m/s, 
the narrow RAP-dips survived 400 microseconds without a trace of decay. Consequently. 
we can safely assume that the inversion persists for more than 1 millisecond, without 
stochastisation. 
In double resonance experiments, two-mode dips are produced if the pump laser modes 
are not properly adjusted More important, with the same pump laser fluence. a 30ΪΊ en­
hancement of the pumping efficiency is observed as compared to single-frequency pumping 
With triple laser resonance it is shown that for Φ < 30 m J/cm 2 exclusively RAP-
processes have been observed for laser frequencies between 930 cm 1 and 950 c m - 1 
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Chapter four 
MULTI-PHOTON EXCITATION OF 
MOLECULES 
BY SINGLE MODE cw LASERS 
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Toernooiveld. 6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
Abstract 
Aiiuititua-viU laser intera« tum /one with шокчules expandulm a molecular beam 
sc t-up pei mit s muln-photon excitation under collision-free conditions in nano« band 
radiation Two- and three-laser experiments are perfoinied to stuch rapid adiabatic 
passage processes stimulated de excitation and hole Ышшік effects The detection 
ot excitation occms In means of a sensitite boloinetuc molecular beam detector 
I he essential information obtained for bFt, coucerns the vibrational bottleneck the 
conscivaticm ot excited ugenstate chaiactenstus feu at least 1 ms the ease with which 
about Π photons can be deposited m the molecules with the help of two сл\ PO>-
laseis and the mtiueme of simultaneous two fiecpteuc ν ladiation Melding a sigmfieant 
extra-extitation Other molecules when» multi plurton excitatiem is observed utiliìong 
the sanie set up aie ( 'FÌT and C'FiBr 
1 Introduction 
In Fig 1 (he experimental set-up is displavcd u t ihml in this multi photon research Ihe 
fust results have airead> boon published [1 2] The mnjor iindiiig has been that coherent 
excitation and imersum are obtained m a multi-photon erxeitation pi oc ess In this expei-
inient a moleculai licvun crosses the ,.иь\ of a iocused lasei beain iroin a single mode ew 
C()_. lasci near to the minimum waist The оссшіеіне oi adiabatic tolkmmg piocesses 
has been demonstrated for two-level systems 2-125, for multi-level s\stems these pio 
cesses have Ьеччі piedirtecl ¡3 At ba-st from the thorough diseussiem of Oreg et al one 
can mfei that pioci'sse^ hke complete imeision aie likelv to take place also in a molecule 
like SF, with its high density of Іо еіь It ь shown explicit h m 3 that an aiiti-intuiti\e 
tune seque nee of lasci resonances is able to piomote molecules eoheientlv up to a high 
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Figure 1: Experimental set-up for bolometric detection of MP E Bm — bolometei. Sk skimmer. N 
nozili1 (diameter 30 /mi. nozWe Ueatiu» is possible). The molecules can be excit«) by COj-liiser radiation of 
moderate powet. fociuscd by a len^ (L¡ 41) cm) or an mtracavitv .set-up The latter one consistb of a grating 
(G). a discharge tube, a lens {L.> — 5 cm) and a paitially transmitting curved end mirror (transmittance 
0 Γ' , radius of curvature - 7 5 cm) It is possible to тагу the time interval between the excitation zones of 
lasers 1 and 2 through variation of the distance Az. In the case of Δ/ 0. the lawrs are spatially coincident 
and the molecules expeiience the two laserfieldb at the same time. 
vibrational level ¡Ij. For a tliree-levol systom this proccbs іь visualized in Fig. 2. The 
coiulititm is that the uvpulse starts before the a>i-pulse. Experimental evidence for such 
a process has been obtained by the Kaiserslautern-group [4'. 
In our experimental situation mainly monochromatic cw laser light has been applied. 
However, the beam molecules experience a laser pulse of a duration determined by the 
time of flight through the Іаьег waist. Moreover, the Dopplor-efFect produces a frequency 
shift for the molecules not passing exactly through the minimum waist. Therefore the 
anti-intuitive sequence of Fig. 2 may occur in our experiment such that first an optimum-
coupling between two (empty) excited levels is realized and thereafter the ground state 
molecules are addressed. Consequently the Oreg-Bergniann scheme can be held responsi­
ble for a large part of our observations. In contrast to Fig. 2 we do not deal with a well 
defined three-level system, but with a dense multi-level system. Out of this manifold the 
radiation field selects the appropriate levels and couples them supposedly in such a way 
that inversion occurs. The inversion does not necessarily lead to a single highly excited 
populated level, but to a distribution of populated levels, e.g. one for every initial level. 
Still it is possible to re-invert this full distribution by an appropriate interaction with a 
second laser ^1]. having exactly the same frequency. 
It has already been shown in [Г that this multi-photon excited distribution survives 
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л т ! iiitdisifv %anit iau of the puKtN іч иі<1нл'иІ on the iiyht oí the l igme it is possible to piomott? jül 
population of le\( i 0 to 1ι\(] 2 
at least i nis without mtramolet ular vibiational redistribution (1\R) of enei g ν This 
observation agrees with the majority of expemmms as disuissed by lortner ,51 It is 
«uggì s ine to interprete broad absoiption bands as a result of IVR however moie leahslic 
stems to bt the pu tuie of a liiglil> (ongested spectrum evdi if narrow hole burning and 
stimulated de-txtitation is not o b s e m d as is the case foi levels excited still higher up [li 
The (hnunatiou of I \ R does not mean that the vibiational modes are not heavily 
mixed On the tontrary stiong touphng otcurs ami leads to moledilar eigenstates with 
little resemblante of normal modes We present m this rommuiiKation smpnsmg evi-
donc e for tins fat t Multi photon ex< itation ( \1PE) of the mudi weaker < ombination band 
!/2 l· i/, at about 98Ü cm ' reah/cd b\ a mudi stiongor laser intensity (fluente) leads 
to an approxuuattb uiithstinguishabh behaviour with lespett to the absorption of radia 
tion from a second laser obseived foi multi photon absoiption around 910 cm ' flj The 
red shift for maximum absorption starting from the pre-extited levels again amounts to 
20 cm ' Such a stiong coupling dot's not netessanh lead to an uns tnu tmed aksorp-
tion spectrum as was demonstiated ш recent oxptTimcnts ou CF¡I [6 However foi 
SF„ neithei tine (MH/) nor coaise (tin ') spectral structure has been found utih/mg our 
experimental possibilities (see Fig 1) 
The gist of this paper is a multi-laser approach to slitti light on questions like I) how 
many photons tan be put into the molecule's given a certain laser frequency and laser 
intensity II) how big is the eorrespondmg excited haction of nioleculos III) how does the 
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molecule behave under the influence of a second laser after pre-excitation by a first laser. 
IV) how doos the double-laser response of the molecules change if both lasers are applied 
simultaneously. The answers to these questions are obtained from a simple spectroscopic 
model where only anharmonicity constants ¡axe taken into account. This is justified by the 
fact that only very coarse spectral features (10 cm 1 FWHM) have been observed. 
2 Experimental 
Customarily MPE-spectra are characterized by the laser fluenees applied. In our case 
this iluence is not only defined by the CCX-laser and its focusing optics, but also by the 
time oí flight τ of the molecules through the laser waist. Thus the fluence is given by 
the laser intensity time r . Φ = ƒ ' " d r . where ν stands for the average flow velocity of the 
molecular beam. One of the improvements of the apparatus (Fig. 1) with respect to [I] 
resides in the improved intracavity set-up (higher stability and sharper focus). Tins led 
to fluencoi. up to 1 J / c n r for pure SF,-, beams, with ν « 469 m/s. The lens L2 (Fig. 1) has 
a focal length of 50 mm. The distance between Lj and the mirror M (radius of curvature 
75 mm) amounts to about 125 mm. From [71 the 1/e-waist diameter (2W(|) is calculated 
to be 9Ü /mi. Thus, an intracavity power (P) of 400 W yields a maximum intensity (I) of 
7 M W / c n r (I - P/TTW^) and a fluence (Φ) of 1.3 J/cm 2 (Φ - 2Iwo/v). 
In two-laser experiments the molecules encounter first the chopped probe laser and 
thereafter the unchopped pump laser, the latter one of the intracavity set-up. As is shown 
in the appendix, for this choice of laser configuration the ratio of the lock-in signals for 
pump laser on and off becomes independent of the fraction qi excited by the probe laser. 
Further, the effects of (de-)excitmg molecules starting from a pre-excited level become 
more pronounced. With this configuration it became possible to observe MPE for CF,,I 
and CFsBr, too. 
The waists of laser 1 and 2 are very different, the intracavity one ("2") being about 6 
times smaller. However, due to the much higher power of laser 2. its effective interaction 
diameter is enhanced. We did not attempt to quantitatively equalize or optimize the two 
interaction zones. 
Another change of the apparatus concerns the new possibility to work with two spa­
tially coincident lasers. This possibility was introduced because we observed \1] a 30% in­
crease of the bolometer signal if a single laser operated in a two-mode situation. Presently 
we have studied two-frequency irradiation more systematically, also for two more distant 
frequencies. 
3 The excitation of SF 6 by two separate lasers 
In [Γ, it was shown that SFr, could be excited up to the fifth ;/3 level through the action of 
laser radiation around 938 cm s . A second low power laser was used to probe the excited 
population. Presently, the applied laser fluenees are one order of magnitude larger, leading 
e.g. to clear saturation effects. 
In Fig. 3 the results are displayed for two-laser excitation of SFo . The pure SF,·, beam 
expands from a 200" С nozzle (diameter 30 /mi) with a stagnation pressure Po - 400 Torr. 
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Figure 3: Two laser pxpeiiment performed ou SF(5 ipure beam, stagnation pressure 400 Torr, ікшіе 
temperature 500 К). The set-up имчі is that of figure 1 and Δζ 0. Laser 1 is chopped (probe laser. Ii 
5 k\\' cm2 and Φι 7 mj cm2) and laser 2 is scauncd fnpr its emission lines (ly 5 M\V cm 2. Фг — 0.8 
J cur) In this figure the ratio of the signaK with pump laser on and off is displayed as a function of the 
pump laier frequency '^2 
The two curves eonespond to two different values of the probe laser frequency Ο-Ί ν· curve ^4 936 80 
cm
 Ί
. i'.i band and ψ curve aJj 977.2 cm l . i'¡ - Vf, band) The absolute signal for the у curve is about 
35 times smaller than that of the »-curve. The quantities Δ indicate the red-shift with respect to the ¿'3 (918 
<m"M or i'x i'2 - г,, (991 cm '- 8 ) , needed for opumum pumping of the ('3 (·) or v
x
 (1) pre-excited 
lewis 
The first laser (probe laser, chopped) intersects the molecular beam prior to the interaction 
with the second laser (pump laser, not chopped, tuned over the wavemmibcrs displayed as 
abcissa). The probe laser is focused to a waist with 0.6 m m diameter and operated at 15 
W (laser intensity 1 , - 6 kW/cm2, laser Аиеінт Ф
г
 = 7 mJ/cm 2 ) . Its frequency is chosen 
equal to 936.80 cm л (10P28) or 975.93 cm ' (10R22) to coincide with the maximum of 
either ¡AJ-MPE or v-i τ r^-MPE. For the pump laser one has intensity I2 — 4 MW/cm 2 . 
fluencc Φ2 -- 0.8 J / c n r and focal beam diameter 90 μιη. 
In the first case, those molecules that become excited absorb about 11 — 4 · · · 5 IR-
photons, on the average Ij. This is reflected in Fig. 3 bv the pronounced broad dip 
around 936 cm ' , due to hole burning (and/or stimulated de-excitation) effects. The broad 
maximum around 914 cm 1 originates mainly from pre-excited SFf, molecules (laser 1) 
which are further excited by laser 2. About 1.5 times more photons are absorbed by the 
pre-excited molecules from the second laser as follows from the strength of the bolometer 
signal. This extra absorption takes place at frequencies substantially red shifted with 
respect to the 1/3 band origin. 
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The main features in Fig. 3 can be understood using the formula A2 derived in the 
appendix. The displayed ratio of signals obtained in this type of experiment is described 
by 
lb · Ili 
ratio = 1 q·) " 4- q, " (1) 
' n i " " ι 
where q-j is the fraction of the 'ground-state' molecules excited by laser 2, qi the fraction of 
molecules having been pre-excited by laser 1. n 1 ( 112 ) stands for the number of photons 
absorbed by the molecules through the action of laser 1 (2) and n, for the number of 
photons absorbed due to laser 2 after pro-excitation by laser 1. It is seen that this ratio is 
independent of qt ( the fraction puniped by the first laser), which is verified experimentally. 
For pump laser frequencies above 935 cm ' . q2 =s 0; thus, the ratio reflects 1 - q^n^/nj. 
For nearly equal Wj and иь. щ - іь and the ratio yields an estimate of q^. It is oxpori-
mentally seen that the value of the ratio levels off, for increasing intensities of las-or 2, as 
іь discussed below in connection with Fig. 4. 
It can be reasoned that for increasingly red-shifted frequencies of laser 2 (below 938 
cni ' ) , q 2 ni «ι becomes negligible in comparison to q.aij/пі. As is seen in an experiment 
for increabing pump laser intensity for fixed u*.. the value of the ratio levels off. which 
leads to the conclusion that q, > 1. In (his case the value of щ can be estimated assuming 
n, ^ 5 (bottleneck level [1]). 
Because solely the pre-excited molecules participate for ω-> <. 938 cm ', the minimum 
number 11' of photons absorbed per participating molecule (by moans of a n ' photon process 
induced by the radiation of laser 2). amounts to n' > 8. We arrive at this value by compar­
ing the ratio of the bolometer signals. With the pump laser off the molecules are excited 
to the bottleneck level (n, — ó). Note, that 11 i 11' > 13 agrees quite well with the red 
shift A.(i',i} observed for the absorption maximum, i.e.. A.(i/j) ft - 33 cm ' . For an an-
hannonic oscillator one obtains E
n
, с — nhv/r 4 n(ii 1)Х:н· with lir/3 'c 918 cm ' 
and Х
І Л
 = -1.74 cm ' [8]. Δ.{ι^) - (η' - 2u - 1) Χ
Άί
, i.e. и' + 2ιι - 19 
The small maximum around 965 cm ' arises from pre-excited molecules (11 « 3), which 
absorb in the combination band i\ ~ ¡/y ι i-v, (band origin at 991 cm ' ) . The energy 
levels E(II»/,!.IIV»/X) of an anharmouir oscillator are given by 
Е ( П К І . П
Х
І ^ ) hi/,, \w
x 
- " 1 »x t X.un(n 1) -J- λ „ η
Λ
( : ι
χ
- 1 ) + X: i xim x (2) 
с с с 
This absorption is red shifted due to the pro-excitation, ш accordance with eq. 2, A,(i/J — 
(ii
x
 - 1 ) X „ - пХч
х
; l i í \ / c - 9 9 1 e m ' . Χ « X 2 2 + Χ,,,, -4- Χ,,-, - -1.5 ± 0.5 cm ' 
and X,j4 - X.i2 4- Χ,(,; - -1.7 J 0.1 cui ' Д . The red-shift of 26 cm l is in reason­
able agreement with 11 - 5 and n
x
 - 2. Note that for a MPE-process leading from a 
pre-excited (ш'.».0)-1е о1 to a final (n і'з.п
х
і^)-1е РІ the shift obeys A.(i/X) •  \\i\ 'c = 
l/iix{E(i\v¿.ii^i'x) Е(ш'ч,0)). 
The results of Fig. 3 (»-curve) must be compared with the results of ¡9', where two-laser 
results are reported. These experiments were performed with two CO2 ΤΕΛ-lasers. Qual­
itatively, the absorption spectrum of pre-excited molecules looks very different around the 
u« + 7Д, band; b^iss et al. observe aniiniiuuni of absorption (or even stimulated emission) 
around 973 cm 1 where our measurements show a broad maxiimuu. The explanation for 
this difference must be sought m the multi-mode working of the TEA-laser and the partial 
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overlap betweeu the two laser puLses. As we show convincingly (e.g. section 5.3) multi-
frequency radiation fields produce much higher excitation of SF f i than dean single-mode 
irradiation. 
In case of M P E starting from the ground state we observed a bottleneck at about u — 
5. Higher laser fluence increased the number of participating molecules, but not the level 
of excitation for the participating molecules. However, starting from n=s 5 no further strict 
bottleneck was observed; the red shift Δ increases, in absolute value, for higher values of 
Φ2. the frequency u^ of laser 2 had to be further red shifted for larger $2-values. 
So far the results are within the line of expectation [5]. What came as a surprise to us 
concerns the measurements where the pre-excitation took place by addressing the гл. — г;,·, 
combination band. Note that the linear absorption strength for this band is about 100 
times smaller than for the 1/3 fundamental J9.1()j. Nevertheless, we find comparable red-
shifts (Fig. 3), as compared to 1/4 pre-cxcitation. though the absolute one-laser bolometer 
MPE signals were 'So times weaker. 
More quantitatively we consider the vibrational energy of a molecule after absorption 
of η quanta in the г^ mode and n
x
 quanta in the combination mode 1^2 + ь ,, cq, 2. From 
there follows (see Fig. 3} А
т
(г/;,) — X « ( u 1) ! Χ,κ"*· From the maximum absorption 
at 920 ens 1 (ψ-curve. Fig. 3) we conclude 11 Ä 1.5 nx . БЪг this estimate we suppose 
that the full fraction of 11, pre-exeited molecules takes part, in the subsequent η excitation 
process. Remember that the ¡/,, excitation occurs much more likely than the i \ excitation. 
With the experimental value of Ayfj/·,) — - 26 cm ' and for Хз3 — 1.74 cm ! and 
X:fx — 4.7 cm
 1
 [8 we obtain n
x
 Ä 4. Note that we have 
Δ (іл) f л - - ( Е ( Ш Л І . І Х) - Ε ( 0 , η
χ
μ
χ
) ) 
с η 
In Fig. 3 there are hole burning effects around 910 cm^fy-curve) . Apparently the same 
ground state levels are addressed by laser 1 (working at about 976 cm l . іл> f i/„ band) 
and laser 2 (working at 937 cm ' . ZA¡ band): the hole shows that these levels are emptied 
by laser 1 before laser 2 interacts with the molecules. Our method of displaying the 
experimental msults in form of the ratio (ordinate of Fig. 3) selects as deviation of the 
unity-ratio the two-laser processes, where both lasers adress the same molecules (see eq. 1 
and its derivation in the appendix. A2Ì. 
The small dip at 97Ö cm l ("j t Щ band) oral i s only if pump and probe laser are 
tuned to precisely the same frequency. Sharp dips like this have Ыччі observed before [I 
and are attributed to stimulât ed emission effects. 
In prim iple it is possible that also excited state levels participate in the production of 
the hole around 940 cm ' (Fig. 3), the second laser producing stimulated de-excitation 
of the pre-excited levels Ij. Negative bolometer signals would convincingly demonstrate 
this participation. We have observed these negative ratios before {1\ but only for precise 
frequency coincidence of the two employed lasers. 
A 250 /an wide slit was placed in the niolenilar beam parallel to the iutracavity laser 
beam. In this way the overlap is improved between the iutracavity focus (90 y/m wide) 
and the molecular beam as it is detected by the bolometer. In Fig. 4"a. the bolometer 
signal induced by the intra-cavity laser alone (^u^,., — 938 cm ! ) is shown as a function 
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Figure 4 Situiatioii behaviour of the MPE of SI^ as a fumtion of the applied laserpower (pure l)eam 
stagnation piessure 100 Torr Τ,«,,!, 500 К uw,. -936 80 cm ') a) The intra<A\iu lasei bolometer 
signal b) TIK fraction 42 of the moleniles m the groundstatt that axe pumped b> the mtracavitj Іаьег с) 
The population шегеаьс of pic excited leiels η s; Ъ by the pump laser m a u To convert lawrpo-ftcr to lasei 
mldisih (W cm3) or fluenci (J cm2) multiplj with 1 7 104 and 4 2 10 1 
of the laser power It is seen that the signal clearly starts to saturate for increasing laser 
powers 
In a bimilai way as described before a two-laser experiment is performed for и>,
Ш
тр = 
^р-оы — 938 cm ' These frequencies are chosen in such a way that mamlv the ground-
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stare* uioîecules are adressed and the ratio of the lock-m signals for pump laser on and 
off is described by 1 q^ib щ (see eq. 1). In Fig. ! b . q^uo Hi is displayed. Under (he 
assumption of n, = lu (both lasers promote the molecules to the same bottleneck level). 
this curve gives the participating fraction of the molecules in the excitation process. Here 
q2 is seen to reach a constant saturated value at higher laser powers. The advantage of 
the method resulting in Fig 4h is that, geometrical effects are rendered less important. 
Finally a two-laser experiment is performed with u>i — 938 cm ' l and ub — 929.0 cm 1 
(I-j - 1(1 k W / r u r . Ф-2 ·-- 7 m.I/cm2, chopped), the latter one addressing pre-excited 
molecules. The signal of laser 2 is detected and its increase under the influence of laser 1 
is shown in Fig. 4C as a function of the pump laser power. With the help of eq. Al in the 
appendix one calculates that the increase of the signal of laser 2 is governed by qic^ib· 
Thus, for constant L·, curve Г reflects the pumped fraction q — q l of the gromidstate 
molecules. 
It is evident from the inspection of Fig. 4 that saturation of the multi-photon excitation 
occurs find all SFI? molecules can be promoted to a certain bottleneck level. Theoretical 
calculations performed by [11,12] have predicted such a bottleneck occurmg at the fifth 
or sixth Í/S vibrational level, in agreement with our findings. It, is however a surprising 
observation in the light of previous work with pulsed C()2-lasers* where it was shown 
that SF,5 could even be dissociated by a 'single' laser frequency [13.14.15'. An adequate 
explanation for these conflicting conclusioni; must be found in the monoehromaticity of the 
exciting laser radiation. It has already been pointed out in [1] that dual mode operation 
of a (4)2-laser resulted in a 30ϋΐ increase of MP E signal. Thus a svstematic investigation 
of this phenomenon is needed (see next sections). 
From uirve I1' we conclude that stimulated emission effects do not occur for laser 
frequencies that are not exactly equal. Otherwise the ratio measured in this experiment 
would become negative. 
4 The excitation of SFe by two spatially coincident 
lasers 
The aim of' the measurements presented in this section is to clarify the (practical) im­
portance of simultaneous two-colour excitation for the efficiency of MPE In Д; we have 
already report« ! a 30пі increase of the bolometer signal if a single chopped (Oa-laser 
interacts with SF,·, molecules, under two-mode operation, as compared to siugk1 mode op­
eration with the same laser intensity. This finding is in general agreement with the results 
of Kurilsyn et al who investigated the effective excitation of SF^ and NHa over a wide 
range of laser lluences, using laser radiation with different mode structure '16]. 
In Fig. 5Λ ami 5'' the ratio of bolometer signals is displayed, similar to Fig. 3. but here 
with two lasers perpendicular to each other and to the molecular beam as in figure 1 (pure 
beam of SFn . 100 Torr stagnation pressure and Τ,,,,,,ι,, - 500 К) . To increase the overlap 
between the two laser interaction zones, the lens focal distance in the intracavity set-up is 
changed from 5 to 40 cm. In figure 5 a . а-·] — 936.80 cm ' . and in ό1' Ο-Ί — 942.38 cm ' 
(1, 1 kW, сиг'. Φ] - 5 i n J / c n r . Io - 40 kW/cm2 and Φ2 - 50 n iJ/cnr) . Strong 
differences are found for spatially coincident (Λ ζ — 0) and non-coincident laser crossings 
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(Δ/ ± 0) Fir^t stimulated de-excitation 1) is evident if the pump laser (2) іь set to the 
same CO, tiansitimts as the probe laser (1), shaip dips OK иг if the two User fu quern іеч 
aie tuned pieciselv to the same value On the othei hand, broad band hole burning, has 
not been obseived 
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The broad red shifted MPE-bands for pre-excited molecules are evident in Fig. 5a and 
5'' (»-curves). The red shift is significantly smaller than in Fig 3. in accordance with the 
much lower pump and probe laser power applied (see also [11). This smaller red shift might 
be responsible for the fact that hole burning was not observed, due to superposition of 
two counteracting effects; note, that hole burning and absorption by pre-excited molecules 
partially overlap here. 
If the two lasers are spatially coincident MPE gets much enhanced, indeed. For 
«¿Ίηιιηρ > 9Ί2 cm" ', the non-coincident laser 2 gives hardly any bolometer signal increase. 
whereas in case of coincidence a maximum increase by about factor 2 is observed (o-
curvesi. The non-linear mixing effects appear to be strongest around 938 cm ' where the 
pump laser alone, shows maximum absorption. 
In connection with Fig. 5 we draw atteution to the region above 942 cm l . The 
normally needed red shift to overcome the anharmonicity of the t/
r
mode and thus the 
bottleneck can be avoided by frequency mixing effects. 
Ю-
5-
0. 
ratio pump on/ pump off 
920 940 Wpumpfc·"**) 960 
Figure 6: Identical experiment as indicated in Fig 5. now however for a 1"; SFp in He mixture ( 100 Ton, 
nozzle at room lempeiatme) ^-,,,,,!,, 944 19 em \ Ιμ,,,ι,, ~ 3 kW cm2. Фр,„ье - 1.2 шЛ cm1. Ι,,ν,,,,μ 
24 kW cur and Φ,,,,.,φ 9 m.l cm") 
In Fig fi. a 1% SF,-, in He mixture demonstrates the trend already noticed in Fig. 5 
(stagnation pressure 400 Torr, room temperature nozzle). The laser characteristics are 
u^ — 944.19 cm l , І! -- 3 kW/cnr. Φι — 1.2 m J / c n r : uin is varied and I2 — 24 kW/cur. 
'Is — 9 m J/ c u r . For calculation of the flueuce the flow velocity of the molecular beam 
is assumed to be equal to 1517 m/s '1]. The non-linear effect especially shows up where 
one laser alone does produce only a very slight MPE. In Fig. 6 the 1% SF^ in He mixture 
leads to strong expansion cooling. Furthermore, T 0 - 300 К yields low one-laser MPE [1]. 
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since hot band excitation is of less influence in this case. Again, however, by coincident. 
two-frequency irradiation these impediments are overcome. Five to eight times higher 
MPK is measured for coincident lasers as compared to the non-coincident case. In all 
cases it is observed that the influence of the pump laser increases if the intensity of the 
probe laser decreases. 
These observations are in full agreement with our earlier results on enhanced MPE, 
by nozzle heating [1]. Vibrational pre-excitation produced a significant increase of multi-
photon absorption. In the present case, thermal vibrational effects can be thought to 
be replaced by laser heating, if the strong pump laser coincides spatially with the probe 
laser. The effect, is the more evident if the S F 0 molecules are cooler, by expansion or 
absent пшяіе heating. 
Similarly, low intensity probe laser radiation barely excites SbY, molecules. Therefore. 
after pre-heating (thermally or a spatially coincident laser), the relative increase of probe 
laser MPE becomes more prominent. 
This does not imply complete equivalence between thermal and laser induced effects; 
the bottleneck at η ~ 5 cannot be overcome just by heating the nozzle: however, as will 
be discussed in the next section, in multi-frequency laser fields the bottleneck disappears. 
5 MPE with three lasers 
5.1 Determination of the excited fraction q and qT 
In the previous section the fraction of the molecules in the groundstate, q. that aie pumped 
through high power laser radiation could be determined. To study the fraction q of the 
pre-excited molecules the molecular beam is first irradiated by laser ' Γ at 936.80 cm" ' 
After this, the two-laser experiment as described in section 3 is repeated for the thus 
pre-exeil ed uiolerules. 
The experimental situation is sketched in Fig. 7. In this section a pure beam of SF(; is 
used. T i ) U 2 /i f - 500 K. Lasers 1 and 2 act as pump laser. Laser 3 is the probe laser, tuned 
to the wavelength for optimal detection of pre-excited molecules. The laser conditions 
axe u i^ - 936.80 cm l . Ij - 9 kW/cnr. Φι — 7 m J / c u r . unchopped: a>2 is varied, L· - 3 
M\V 'cm-, Φ2 0.1 J/cm
2
, unchopped; ω
Ά
 - 929.0 cm '. І
А
 - 4 kW 'cur . Ф
л
 - 4 m J / c u r 
and chopped. 
Fot the sake of clarity we call SintiCI the observed lock-in signal caused by the action 
of the lasers given in the index. In general if laser 1 is switched on the probe laser signal 
increases ( S i .
s
 ~> S3). A similar effect is observed if laser 2 is tuned around 937 cm ' . 
although this yields a larger effect, due to the higher ìaserpower (SJ , T Ì -- S·,). The result-
ing lock-in signal through the simultaneous action of lasers 1. 2 and 3, Si.j.'t« stiongly 
depends on the frequency of laser 2. If the latter one is tuned to a value around 937 cm ' 
('groundstate" excitation), the increase of S3 is not merely the addition of the separate 
actions of lasers 1 and 2. because bleaching effects occur caused by laser 2. Furthermore. 
if laser 2 is tuned to wavelengths below 930 cm ' (excitation of pie-excited molecules) 
again bleaching occurs, but now in the upper states. For the chosen fiuetice. laser 2 excites 
nearly all molecules from the bottleneck level to higher states In this case laser 3 does 
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Figlili 7 Expi'imuntal <ui<m,>cintnt for <i three Ілаег рхрепшеік ou SFß В т buioniettr, Sk 
-кішпнг Л iiD/zlt L Uns if 40 ( m) anil L lens (f - Чип) The ігатЪіг» indu ats tilt sc (μη IH ι 
πι wliuh tilt m'ili4ul(s f xpenenoe the laserhelds 
not eiKonnter pro-ex· il ed molemles that absorb a;¡ 
In order to desuibo these рккеьчоь moie quantitivelv. it is necessary to obtain an 
expiossion desciibing the difFereme lietween the mciemeut of S-j with lasers ] ami 2 on 
(Si 2 j S Ì ) and the s(parati ' imiemeiits Si
 } — Si and S> i Si With the help of 
formula Al derived m the appendix one (akulates 
Si _• 5 s 4 {(Si.i - S s ì - (So ·} - S » ) ) - 4 . ' 1 q.>(i Ч І " ) tbn»,) ( Ч І І Ц - q a i i i (¿) 
(li stands foi the fi ас tum of іішіесиіеь (»xiited bv lasei 3, absoibmg n pilotons, aftei 
pie-excilation by las(>r 1 The accent refers to pre-oxritahon bv lasci 2 In thib denvatum 
the assumjitioti is that С1( с] and n ( - iij The fust assumption means that the 
fi actum of fuit her excited molecules doos not depend on the number of pie-excited ones. 
the siiond one follows from the bottleneck ettert i e whether excited bv laser 1 en 2 
the pie-excited molecules reach the fifth level and heme аіъоіі) thut» the same number of 
photons legardless of how they reached this bottleneck level In big 8 the outcome of 
oq 3 is shown as it is eakulated fioui the expeiimental lesults foi varying values of the 
pump laser frequenov 
It can be leasoned that the last temi between the brackets is practically ummpoitant 
because q, * 0 (lasei 3 can only see levels starting fiom и « 5) and qmi < q, n, 
The lesults shown iti Fig 8 can lie divided into two legions A) the c ime foi α.^  
938cm 1 (excitation of gioundslate' molecules) where eq 3 approaches q^u,'.;) B) the 
16 
1 -, 
05-
Q 2*Q¿ 
*- •-
+• 
*H 
1 2 3 
m 
^ 
-] 
\ 
ω2(cm-,) 960 
Figure 8 Ihp rpsult of a thrpc Цмг ccpenmeiit luklmg tin frution ς·> oí the gimiiuKtdte mob tules AS 
ли>11 as the fnotion q ol the prt txcittd токсиіеь that aie pumptd In lastr Ì m Fiç 7 Tl« qii.mHH q> 
qj is елаічаіесі b\ follow mg flu piot (dine distiibtd ш stttioii 5 
legion btlow 928 (in l (< xntation ot pie-excited molecules) where eq 3 гергеьепіь ςΐ(ω>) 
The interinethatt itgion shows a maximum caused b\ the addition of qj and q2 Neithtr 
q.» nor q, leathts (lu valut of 1 because of the non-perfect tnerlap between the probt and 
pump foi ι 
5.2 Three step excitation of S F 6 
In this stttion wt dest ubo our effoits to put as many photons as possible into the SF 0 
moleiules working with (hiee lasers The first one promotes a small frattion up to the 
fifth le\el tht setoml one (tuned further to the red) exutos part of this frattion to the 
eh vent h level imallv tht third laser induces transitions up to the twenty hist level 
In Fig 9 the к suit s aie displayed Labt г 1 is set to 936 80 tin ' (li - 5 k W / t u r 
Φι G m j / t i n ' ) Tht st tond lasci is tuned to 920 83 cm ' (L· - 7 kW/tin^ Φ.. 
9 m J t u r ) for huthei excitation of the pio-oxutod moletulos Ί he third chopped laser 
is opeiatetl on a '''CO.. nnxtuie to obtain lasci oscillation from 880 cm ' to 910 cm ' (I) 
0 7 MW c n r Φ} 0 12 J (in 2 ) This last laser is used for probing 
Lasers 1 and 2 each will gut a tertam шсіеаье AS) — Sj , - Si (Л8г — So j - S¡) 
of thebolometti signal S lode te rmme the effet t iflaser 1 and 2 aie both switched on (re-
sulting m a bolometer signal muease AS] , — Si j ι S ( ) the quantity ASi 2 AS, 
- AS2 ~ cjiq qj !!( is display eel m t i g 9 as a function of the probing frequency It is c h w 
that then exists a maximum at 89э t m ' A verv u u d e estimatt of the total inimbt 1 of 
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Flguio 9 Plut of tlu dbsorptiiiii ριοΜι oi higliK pxdted moi«« nies jn s 151 fht muletulcb cire first 
pumped trom the groimdstate tu ι lu bottleneck ІегеІ и - 5 then from this level to η ~- 11 The in this 
wav prep\ied mnlecules aie tmalh piotxd bv a third Usti which Лесціеік is vanee! am! diiplaved in the 
absussa Пи obsenul inavunnm a.t Ь95 cm gives an estimated total excitation Unti of η Î. 21 
photons absorbed bv the nioleiulos can lie made using the anharmomc oscillator model 
It wat? bhown m so( tion 3 that tho froquoncy of a n'-photon traiiMtion (going hom level 
η to и * n') lies at ν
ηΆ
 „ - Xii'i с J- (n' г 2ii 1)Хи In thih expeiiment the tìrst lasci 
piomoîeb the molecules from the gioundstate to the bottleneck level n =s Ô The мчоші 
laser tuned to 920 83 cm 1 excites the molecules further to η -+- u' Ä 11 The thud Іаьог 
hnallv gives a niaximum aiound 890 cm ' (ач a result oi a n' photon pioiebs from level 
n' to level n' ~- n") violdnig an apiuoximate final level n" « 21 although this is a very 
crude estimate made under tho assumption that tho auharmonit oscillator model is still 
applicable foi these highly excited levels, it does not lead to unrealistic values 
As a conséquence of this experiment it .seems possible to dissociate the SF<, molecule on 
a continuous base if \et anothei laser would be applied to bridge tho gap to the dissociation 
limit (aproximateh 32 )/) photons) This lasci should omit a fioqueiicy around 855 cm ' 
which is not achievable withui oui current expeiiment al possibilities 
5.3 How the bottleneck is overcome 
The s t rut bottleneck observed by u.s m [ll seems to contradict the ample experimental 
evidence that with a single puked Іаьег disbociation can be leached In order to shed 
light on this issue we work m a three lasej experiment with laser 1 and laser 2 spatially 
coincident The la.sor conditions are ωχ 936 80 cm ' . Ii = 4 kW/cnr. $ t — 5 m J/cm"' 
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*>ъ = 945.98 cm l , I 2 = 4 MW/cm
2
, Ф2 -^ 0.75 J/c.m
2
 and I3 - 4 kW/cm*, Ф3 = 5 
mJ/αη.2. Laser 3 is tuned tu find out whether the red shift (for optimum further excitation) 
is changed. If non-linear effects are of importance ш overcoming the bottleneck, a further 
red shift is expected for the coincident case. Laser 1 is chopped and acts as a probe laser. 
In this way, only the influence of the other lasers on the modulated fraction qi is revealed. 
In the. non-coincident case, Fig. 5 shows \is that laser 2 does not affect the signal of 
laser 1 and frequency mixing or hole burning effects are absent. With laser 3 tuned to 
different CO2 emission lines (as indicated in column 1 of table 1), we find an increase 
of the bolometer signal Si, because molecules excited by laser 1 can absorb even more 
photons. The ratio (S | . 2,3 - Si -2)/Si ^2 is given in the third column of table 1, 
1
 approx. Ì non-coincident coincident 
ω,i probing ' 
W e l • äi.-2.ti„s.iji 5l±i Í sLr? • t J î ix ï Su.2 
I 
S\UJ . 
0.22 
0.09 
0,03 
¿ . . ν 
1 
1 
' 1 
I 
1 
. + _ s . L t J _ ,.. 
0.13 
I 
o.u j 
0.10 
1 
2 
2 ! 
2 ; 
j 10P36 
1
 (929.0 cm 1 
10P42 
! (922.9 cm ' ) 
' (918.7 cm г] ' , [ ! 
Table 1: Investigation of the effect of multi-frequency pumping of ЗЬ\, The molecules in the 'grouudstate 
are first excited by two lasers which can be made spatially coincident . ( ^.Ί = 936.80 cm ' . Ii - 4 kW cur , 
Φι 5 inj сш 2; α.'ί - 945 98 cm ', Ij — 4 MW cm2, Ф^ - Ü.75 J cur) Laser 1 is chopped and acb as a 
probe laser. A third laser is tuned to various waveleiifitht. (colunm 1 ) to excite шоіесиіеь from a proexcited 
level (Ij 4 kW cm2, Ф3 — 5 mJ cm2}. An estimate of the in this way adressed levels is indicated m 
column 2 obtained under the assumption that mainly one-photon processes are induced 1'. In this way the 
distribution of populated levels іь obtained The increase of the signal of laser 1 and 2 tlirough the action 
of laser 3 is shown in column 3 and 5 for the coincident and non-coincident case respectively. The quantity 
in columns 4 and С reflects the influence of laser 2 on the signal of laser 1 in both cases. It is seen that in 
the coincident case the molecules are excited higher and the bottleneck is overcome. 
Calculation of this quantity with the help of eq. Al yields q.,ii3/ni, by assuming q¿ =s 0. 
q.i ~ ' ni * ll-¡ <Ш11 <№» ^  О. These assumptions are justified because of the choice of 
laser frequencies. In fact the influence of laser 2 is zero because of this way of probing 
(Si„2 - Si). As it is observed before in [1] the molecules are mainly promoted to the 
bottleneck level η « 5. Note that these assumptions are more general than what applies 
to the case of non-coincident lasers 1 and 2. Especially, ni щ may seem surprising. It 
means, if laser 2 would excite some molecules (which it does not, i.e. q3 -- 0) the action 
of laser 2 would lead up only to the bottleneck level, u - 0. It is this assertion which is 
put to a test and shown to be wrong, in case that the beam molecules are exposed to both 
laserfields at the same time. 
In the coincident case, laser 2 does strongly affect the signal (see also Fig. 5) and in 
column 6 the ratio of Sj ,2/Si is shown. In column 5 the effect of laser 3 is tabulated as 
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(Si-a. j — Si-j),'Si '_>. If nothing else would happen through the coincidence of lasers 1 
and 2. except a mere increase of qi and not of Πρ the values of column 5 would not change1 
with respoct to column 3. because they are independent of <ji. However, they are seen to 
change substantially, i.e. iij is not bottlenecked anymore at ni « 5. An estimation of the 
level probed by a one-photon transition is given in column 2 of table 1. The one-photon 
transition from level η to level n->-l is calculated to be 
^ші-і - ·+• ¿пХм 
с 
In essence it is seen that the effective population of η — 5 is decreased and that of η — 8 
enhanced, i.e. it is possible to overcome the vibrational bottleneck with multi-frequency 
laserfields. Thus, pulsed lasers with their normal multi-mode structure do not encounter 
an effective bottleneck as does single mode excitation, a result in complete agreement with 
[1]· 
6 M P E of other molecules 
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Fibule l ü ' MPh—piyrium of CFaHi Такси wit li я smgU· laser л^ л Inaction ι·ί ti»' laser frcqupiiry \ In-din 
coiulìtiiui·- 20' ' CFjBi- ш Ht·, stiisïu.itiüu picssurc 400 Ton, о Г,,..
іг!г ,400 Κ. «Τ,,,,,,), 51)0 Κ). Laser 
intensity Г) МЛ i m' 
In Fig. 10 preliminary results are shown of one laser MPE of CF^Br (1|,1Ч,Г ~ •r) MW-cnr'. 
20',' CFjBr in He 400 Torr stagnation pressure. T,,,,«^ 300 К (о) or 500 К {·)). In 
this molecule one has the following Ш-active modes near to the excitation frequency, i/, 
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1084.6 cm Κ 2ίξ - 1095 cm" 1 and IM + v0 - 1064 cm"
1
 [17\ As compared to SFr, . much 
less is known of how to interprete the MPE-spectnim and how to extract tho number 
of photons absorbed by the excited species. Moreover, earlier measurements wore not in 
agreement with each other. Whereas the Frascati-group found a relatively sharp multi-
photon dissociation (MPD) spectrum with peaks at 1073. 1081 and 1086 cm 1 [18,19', the 
Trento-group utilizing tho bolometer detection scheme - measured M P E yielding only 
two peaks at 1084 cm 1 and 1081 cm ' [20'. Raman detection of low fluence excitation 
of CFiBr in a molecular jet showed two peaks at 1080 cm l and 1085 cm" 1 , which have 
been attributed to the P- and Q-bnmchos of the linear spectrum ,r21\ 
Our present MPE ineasuremontK show two interesting features. A structured .spectrum 
is found only for the lowest, beam temperatures (o-curve) with peaks at 1084.6 cm 1 and 
1080 cm ' in agreement, with 1201. The third MPD-peak around 1073 cm" 1 seen in [18,19; 
is absent. If the noüzle is heated to 500 К (»-curve), the structure washes out and a broad 
absorption band is observed having its maximum at about 1060 cm" 3 . Note that heating 
the nozzle populates low-lying vibrations and the hot-baud contribution to the observed 
spectrum will be considerable. The absence of the 1073 cm ' peak can find its origin in 
the different detection scheme of MPE versus MPD. However, since MPD b proceeded by 
MPE some trace of this peak should still be observable. 
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inteiiMtv ·) M\\ ein' 
Kecentlv MPD of CF,(I has been re-investigated using a very sensitive method of pho-
toionization of l-atonis [16 . A higlilv structured excitation spectrum has boon observed 
for Щ-pie-oxeUod CFjI moloc ules, own after absorption of about 19 IR he's. To repeat 
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thib observation we will employ the multi-laser excitation described above and bolometric 
detection. 
The one-laser spectrum is displayed in Fig. 11 (lu!,« " 5 MW/cnr, 10% CF3I in He 
400 Torr stagnation pressure. Т
п о г г
і
е
 - 300 К (о) or 500 К ( ·)} . The IR-active modes for 
CF3I are i/i = 1075 cm 1. 2 v? - 1086.2 c m " 1 and the weak combination baads г^ , + 2Í/(, 
= 1065.1 c u r 1 and ν3 + ΖνΒ ~ 1069.2 сиГ
 1
 [22]. 
No evident spectral features are seen even for the lowest beam temperatures (o-curve). 
If the nozzle temperature is raised from 300 К to 500 К the position of the absorption 
maximum shifts about 10 cm 1 to the red. This change should be compared with the shift 
of about 20 cm" 1 observed under similar conditions for CFaBr (Fig 10). 
This diiference in behaviour cannot be attributed to very different anharmonicity con­
stants of the two molecules: however, the ;A¡ and P¡¡ modes of CF3I are substantially lower 
in energy so that the thermal excitation of hot-band transitions is stronger (22]. Therefore, 
even for Т
л
 = 300 К (o-curve of Fig. 10 and 11) the hotbands of C F 3 I obscure the spectral 
structures clearly visible in case of CFjBr . Moreover, the position of combination bands 
(i/j + 3 ffj and J-4 + 2 i>0, for CF^I; u-j — i-^, fur СКзВг) may explain the larger red-shift 
for CF-iBr (T
n
 = 500 K). 
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Appendix 
Two- and three-laser experiments have been performed in such a way that information can 
be obtained about the fraction of molecules that participates in the different absorption 
processes 
We consider three lasers (1, 2 anti 3). that interact with the molecules in the beam 
consecutively. The energy deposited by these lasers into (he molecular beam is detected 
by the bolometer 
AE{qi.qL».qs) qi щ (Ala) 
- f - q ^ U qi) * qtci2n2 _ (Alb) 
-. q.in-jd - q! - q ¿ ( l qi)) l Ч ^ Ч а П Чі) 
K h U , qi(l q,) - q ^ q · * "1 (Ale) 
Here q, is the fraction of'molecules excited by laser i, absorbing iij photons without 
pre-excitation, q, the fraction of moleuiles excited by laser i, absorbing u, photons after 
pre-excitation by laser 1. q/ the fraction of molecules excited by laser i, absorbing n, 
photons after pre-excitation by laser 2 and qÄ the fraction of molecules excited by laser 3. 
absorbing ii3 photons after pre-excitation by laser 1 and 2. 
This rather complicated expression can be understood as follows Laser 1 promotes a 
fraction qj of the 'groundstate' molecules to an average vibrational energy level щ (Ala). 
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The second laser excites a fraction q^ of the remaining fraction (1 c^) to level n> (first, 
term in Alb). Another possibility is to e-xcite the fraction q! in level nj to level lij f u 2 
with Ά probability q2 (second term in Alb). Note that in general qi / qj. At this point 
a fraction 1-q! - (1 — qi)q;> remains in the groundstate, a fraction q^ (or (1 - qi) il->) hi 
kn-el ii) (іь) and finally a fraction qi q 2 in level щ 4 n 2 . The third laser can now induce 
the following processes; groundstate excitation (first term in Ale), further excitation of 
levels n, and n2 (second and third term in Ale), as well as excitation of the level ili + n 2 
(fourth term in Ale). 
The measurements are performed using lock-in techniques. To obtain an expression 
for the phase-sensitive signal, one has to subtract from formula Al the energy input with 
the modulated laser off. i.e. putting all the relevant fractions q, and q/ equal to zero. 
In section S a two-laser experiment has been performed where laser 1 is chopped (probe 
laser) and laser 2 is tuned over its emission lines. In Fig. 3 the ratio of the lock-in signals 
with laser 2 on and off is shown. From Al (with q.) — 0. two lasers only) it follows that 
this ratio is equal t о 
ratio -= {AEtqj.qj,!)) AE(0,q2 ,Ü))/(AE(q1 ,0,Ü) - ΔΕ(0.(),())) 
- l - q ^ + q ; ^ (Λ2) 
for qi ili > 0. 
An essential point of the derivation of eq. A2 is that both lasers attack the same group 
of molecules. If in addition, a certain fraction of molecules is excited solely by laser I. 
and if this fraction is insensitive to the action of laser 2, then this fraction does not at all 
contribute to the ratio (eq. A2). 
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Chapter five 
INVERSION PRODUCED AND 
REVERSED BY ADIABATIC PASSAGE 
(\ Liedenbaum, S. Stolte and J. Reubs 
Fybi&ch Laboratorium, Katholieke Universiteit N ij niegen 
Toernooiveld, 6525 KD Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
Abstract 
This leport chwls with non linear rffwts pnidiuctl in то1(чп1гч In strong laser 
tields Пи· inohHiilps елрепеше these laser fields dnrmg their passage thiimgh the 
laser \vals^ s We prisent results mi lapid adiahatu passage jnocisses wlmh mine the 
moleniles up and down the eiierii\ laddir the latter due to stmmlafed (iinssion F\-
peunientalh stuuulated ennssion is obst i\ed bv optothumal dote« turn of a niolei niai 
beam wlieie di-exi nation In stimulated emission leads tomgatne signals as (ompaied 
to stiaighttoniard excitation pion sses Tuo-l(\cl tliiee-tc\el and nmlti-lcnel s^stems 
aie ríneied In the following discussion 
1 Introduction 
As a new concept .stnmilatcHl ennssion (SE) was mtiodmcd by 4 Рлпьісчп (1005) Jim 
process of SE was needed ш orcloi to нчстсіііаіе Plancks fainmis black boch ladialion 
(»xpiossion (bv then с хреч munit ally well conhrmod) with the1 photon Inpolhesis Photons 
lepieseut quantі/ічі states ol tin» ladiation iield for a smgk1 radiation modi1 posspssm» a 
\\v\\ defined h e queue γ and polaii/ahon 
Pltinck s radiation foi inula describes an oqiuhbnum situation The счрііІіЪппт is estab­
lished thiougli mteiaclion of elee trouiagnetu ladialion with atoms ,uid molecules These 
paitulcs absorbeneigv at с ertaiu Гичркчге les д process with a probalnlitv eepial to Β] .\\ 
Here W is the tneigv density (J m 'H/ M per freqiieiie > mtinval and Bi _> a so railed 
Einstein coefheu nt containing the ι hai at in ist ie pi open ties of the absorbing moloc ule s The1 
mcileeules aie taken to be unnuised in a broad band ladiation held 
The mveise process ol absorption was needed to get agieement with the Planck foimnla 
with a stuuulated emission probably eepial to Bj ¡W The molecules aie еопчісіеіесі as 
two leu'l s\stenu^ 2 indie atm» the nppen and "1 ' the lowei level 
J J 
Since most of this report will be concerned with the quantum mechanics of isolated 
molecules in a monochromatic laser field, it is worthwhile to stress how remote Einstein's 
{and Planck's) physical picture was with respect to this ideal quantum-mechanical situa­
tion. For a monochromatic laser field a transition probability often does not, exist because 
the molecules show an oscillating behaviour with respect to their chance to be found in 
the upper or lower level. It demonstrates the sound intuition of Einstein to simply intro-
duce the two proportionality coefficients Bj ^ and B2-1 and in this way by-pass a lot of 
difficulties. 
The B-j
 vl-coefficient describes SE, and Einstein found Bi„2
 —
 Вт ,ι. at least for non-
degenerate levels, in order to satisfy the Planck formula. 
Not only has this Ansatz of Einstein been verified since long, but also one of the 
most exciting tools of physicists and chemists relies entirely on the existence of stimulated 
emission, the laser. Why then write a report on SE in 1988? 
As indicated in the title, we will present an as simple as striking evidence of SE apt for 
inclusion in highschool textbooks. But this is not all: adiabatic following is the cleanest 
way to populate and repopulate molecular levels. Our demonstration of SE makes use 
of rapid adiabatic passage (RAP) processes, describing the two-way traffic for transitions 
from a lower to an upper level and vice versa. 
These RAP-processcs. in fad. are conceptionally much simpler than what has been 
described by probabilities proportional to B\V in the very early days of quantum phvsics. 
Irradiating molecules in a lower (upper) level in a x^roper way. one takes them all up (down) 
into the upper (lower) level, for good, if spontaneous decay and/or collisional relaxation 
are neglected. 
Nowadays RAP-prO( esses are often barely mentioned in textbooks, being seemingly 
less practical than other ways to obtain inversion In addition it is often believed that 
RAP is difficult to explain and therefore reserved for a small group of specialists with 
more profound knowledge. 
In this report we intend to introduce RAP on the basis of the Bloch equation, to review 
the extension to three- and more-level systems and to discuss conceptually very simple 
experiments yielding inversion through RAP and re-inversion through SE. Τη the recom-
uiended monograph "Optical Resonance and Two-Level Atoms", by Allan and Eberly [1 , 
I he basic theory is developed for simple systems. We therefore have chosen to discuss 
theoretical results without derivation. 
The basic experimental чЧ-up is depicted in Fig. 1, together with results for the 
(4. 1. 'S) > /'т(3.0. 5) transition of CjHj which has been studied in a molecular beam with 
bolometric detection of the kinetic and internal energy of the molecules ¡2j. The numbers 
between brackets indicate the quantum numbers of the rotational states ( J .K a .K ( ) [3! 
RAP-piocesses. resulting fiom a first resonant laser/molecular beam interaction, lead 
to inversion and are detected as a positive bolometer signal. Consequent SE processes, 
resulting from a second laser, molecular beam interaction, lead to an equal but negative 
bolometer signal. Here C2H4 can be considered as a two-level system; the molecules 
generally travel through a convergent or divergent laser beam and see curved wave-fronts. 
As a consequence of rlus curvature, [4.5.6*. the Doppler-efFect produces an approximately 
linear frequencv sweep ¡7]. and that is just what is needed for R AP-processes. at least in 
the two-level case 
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This report deab fir^f with the tlworoticai background, with a separato discussion of 
two-level, thioe-ievel and multi-love] systom.s. Thon oxporiments with тоіопііат hoam? 
wilt ho dowribod. Those oxi>orimojits <lo not only load to a domonsiration of SE through 
BAP-processois {as dhoissed in oonnortioii with Fig. 1). they too, yield a numbor of now 
and surprising results. 
For two-level systems, the practical alwence of power-broadening for RAP-proees.ses is 
clemonstrated. 
For threo-level systems, it is shown that an unconventional sequence of laser pulses 
leads to a lOO^i population transfer which does not depend sensitively on the laser char­
acteristics. Unconventional means that first the empty set of levels is pumped and only 
thereafter with some temporal overlap - the initially populated level is adressed. In 
this way, the intermediate level experiences only a transient population with very low 
inaximum values. This result is of highly practical importance. It can bo used to pump 
moloculos officiently up to very high ro-vibrational levels through an intermediate electron­
ically excited state. The decay of molecules in this intormediate stato is largely suipressed 
bv the very low traiihtent population of this state. 
In the realm of pine IR-tnmsitïons. collisional relaxation of the intermediate state can 
be largely surptevsod (for the same reason as the electronic decay in the last example). In 
this way, fast relaxation can be lengthened and rendered observable, eventually. 
Perhaps the most remarkable effects have been observed for the IH-nmltiphotou exci-
tation of SFrt First, practically 100% inversion has been obtained yielding moloculos in 
the fifth 7/3-vibrational level (at about 5000 cui 1 ) . irrespective of their initial rotational 
state. Secondly this inversion could be undone bv A second laser pulse at a frequency equal 
to that of the first laser, within 450 kHz. The inversion, thirdly, remains unperturbed in 
a collision free environment foi at least 1 ins 
ТІіеьО effects are discussed in the following sections. 
2 Theoretical considerations 
for two-level systems 
For a proper description of its responso to a radiation field the simple example of a 
two-level svstein with neither decav nor collisional relaxation does not require the full 
maehmon of the Block equation However, since we shall discuss generali/ations later on 
we mmiediatoly start oft'with this very suggestive set of equations 1 
' Í K - F ^ R (1) 
dt 
Eq. 1 doM'ribes the motion of a vector R in a throe-diinensioiial space (1.2,3-ахеь), under 
influence of a fictitious force F.;F] ъ 1 . Multiplication of eq. 1 by forming an in-product 
with R shows that the length of R is conserved diinng this motion. R is connected to the 
density matrix elements by 
R - (/'12 χ fh<· . (Pu - Piìì'Pa - Pu ) 
ι 
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Note that all three Cartesian components are real since pi2 — ρϊι M 1 ^ Puifzi) eorre-
bpmids to the occupation probability uf the lower (upper) level. 
Often the initial conditions R = (0.0. - 1 ) are impobed. i.e.. at the beginning of the 
processes to be considered one assumes the two-level system to be in the lower state. The 
fictitious force F describes the influence of monochromatic linearly polarized electromag­
netic radiation on the two-level system 
F = ( 2i ìK-cosu;t , 0. ω0} (2) 
where Гіи)
и
 Е^ — Ej stands for the energy difference between the upper and lower level. 
a! for the frequency of the e.m. field and Í2R = (/iiU.Eo)/h for the Rabi frequency, whicli is 
proportional to the amplitude EQ of the e.m. field. 
For a vanishing En value, eq. 1 describes a precession of the R-vector around the 3-axis, 
with a frequency ωη and constant projection on this third axis. 
The cosine term. — 2Í2R · coswt. can be interpreted as the resultant uf two counter-
rotating vectors in the plane perpendicular to the third axis leading to a destructive 
interference at the 2-axis. The rotating wave approximation consists of neglecting the 
vectors counter-rotating with respect to the precession. This has proved to be a good 
approximation in case of near resonance, ω » ω0. an assumption needed anyhow to render 
the two-level concept applicable to real systems. 
Finally, changing now to a rotating axis system (Γ.2'.3"). with angular velocity ui 
around the 3' axis (rotating in the sense of the afore mentioned precession), one obtains 
Jfi-FxÏÏ (3) 
ut 
with 
F' - ( - « „ . 0- ш0-ш) (1) 
For a near resonant e.m field with neither decay nor relaxation all physics of the two-
level system is contained in these equations of seemingly great simplicity, with the classical 
analogon of a magnetic moment in a magnetic field. However, presenting a coupled set of' 
differential equations, the solutions describe a rich variety of non-linear effects. 
If one considers the resonant case, w - u)
u
. the H-vector cycles up and down (in the 
rotating frame of reference) thereby producing the well-known Rabi oscillations. The 
population changes periodically and totally with regard to the two levels 
R
r
 ^- SÍII(Í2RI) (5) 
R.'. - Ry tes-pu - cosfSìnt) (6) 
and at all times Rj — 0. 
If the system is out of lesonance. ^ - uja -φ tí. but ÜR << ¡ω i¿)0i', the R vector de-
scribes a precession around the third axis, on a cone with constant vertex-angle and with 
an angular velocity equal to the detuning, u/o IL>. 
In general and for a constant On-value, a precession takes place around the F'-vector. 
on a cone containing the initial position of' the R-vettor with a precession frequency 
fi - χ iìfr* (ω - uj0y 
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This general solution (for constant Üa and ω , in the absence of relaxation and decay) 
obeys '1 ' 
R - GlORo (7) 
with 
G(t) (-'--'nlsm.Ji COS vit H«sin J( 
If Qu and u; vary in time, one can still derive a general approximate solution; with 
F' — F'/]F'j it follows from eq. 3 that R = ztF' are solutions provided that F' changes 
sufficiently slowly in time, to render ^ ' nogligiVjle. These solutions make R follow the 
motitjn of the F'-vector. For instance, in case of a large detuning, aio — ω » Пц, in the 
remote past, and the population initially in the ground state, 11 - ~ F ' , yields the proper 
description. If the detuning changes slowly to UJQ — u> — 0 at t — 0 (the moment of max­
imum ÌÌR-value) and to и!
и
 - ω << Sìj, in the far future, the Ra-component changes "adi-
abatically" from -1 to ->-l, i.e., the population becomes inverted. This is the so-called 
RAP-process. called "rapid" for historical reasons; when it was conceived and initially 
applied to solid state devices, the RAP-process had to compete with relaxation processes. 
Therefore, the slow variation of R had to be more rapid than these relaxations take place. 
In our main field of application, relaxation by collisions is avoided by working with a 
inolendar beam, and decay processes are often unimportant since excitation is achieved 
by IR-radiation. Thus the RAP-process has to be sufficiently slow: i.e. it suffices that [8] 
d p l « ill. f o r t - - 0 (8) 
where ''* stands for the rate at which the frequency changes in time, and [9] 
d s 
• U to -üO - nR ] « Pi - (¿„-ω)*]'* (9) 
Kspecmlly this last condition shows that a Held that is suddenly switched ou is incompat­
ible with RAP-processes. 
There is another condition to be obeyed fur the occurence of RAP-processes [81; the 
total frequency sweep characterised by l^ i-T (T being the interaction time) has to be 
larger than ίίκ'- otherwise. F' is not oriented along the third axis, initially (see eq. 4). 
Numerical tests led to a more quantitative form of this last condition. For a Gaussian 
beam Ωκ(0 varies in such a way that the maximum value is assumed for t = 0. when 
the molecule under consideration finds itself in the center of the laser beam waist. If the 
molecule approaches the laser beam axis perpendicularly we define a time, t — τ < 0, such 
that the probability for a transition, R;J(T) - R 3 ( -oc), e.g. from the lower to the tipper 
state, amounts to 10eί (see Fig. 2), ί ΐ
κ
( τ ) is thus well defined and for high laser powers 
considerably smaller than SÌR(O) . 
ft is assumed that the molecule does not transverse the laser beam at the position 
of the minimum waist. Then the wave-fronts show л curvature resulting in a linear fre­
quent у sweep. ι 1", experienced by the molecule due to the Doppler-eflect. Therefore 
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F i g u r e '2: Plot of the time r as a function of the field strength of (he laser radiation г is defined as 
the moment wheie 104 of the population is transferí ed from the groundbtate to the excited level. The 
difierent curves correspond to different fieqmwv ь\ еер rates ^ ai experienced bj the molecules (^ "J - 0 
gives pure Rabi cvcling) The calculations aie pei formed using a transition dipole moment of 0 33 Debye, 
a flow velocity of 1000 m s and a laser waist diameter of 2 mm 
ω - ui,, \ ( ^ ) • t . For t - 0 the laser freqency reaches ω — ω0. At t — r the frequency 
off-set amounts to ( ^ ) · r. The value of '^ depends on the distance from the minimum 
laser beam waist where the molecules traverse the laser beam. 
In Fig. 3 the motion of the R3 vector is shown as a function of time, calculated by 
numerically solving the Bloch-equation. From top to bottom the frequency sweep rate 
varies from 0 to l . l t ) u !> '. In the calculations a laser waist diameter of 2 mm. a vibra­
tional transition dipole moment of 0.33 Debye. a molecular flow velocity of 1000 m/s and 
a maximum laser field of 1.101 V/m is assumed. The Gaussian variation of the laser field 
is indicated in the figure. It is observed that, changing ' ^ . causes a gradual diminishing 
of the Rabi cycling, while RAP-processes become more pronounced. In the Babi-case, 
the final value of R3 after the passage of the molecules through the laser waist is seen to 
depend sensitively on the molecular and laser parameters whereas this is not so in the 
RAP-case. 
The numerically found dimensionless criterion states that RAP-processes occur if 
| ( ^ ) - τ | / Ω κ ( τ ) > 1.25*0.1 (10) 
For smaller values (damped) Rabi oscillations have been found. The criterion used for 
discriminating between RAP and Rabi oscillations was that a maximum deviation of 
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5% from the ideal value + 1 is produced, for the limiting li3-value, by small changes of 
the E0-valiie causing paxtial Rabi osculation with varying phases. The calculations were 
performed for μ^ — 0.33 Deltye and ftwo/c = 950 c m " 1 . The physical statement of this 
criterion is that the frequency off-set must be large enough where the transitions start to 
occur. Otherwise the F'-vector is there already nearly perpendicular to the 3-direction so 
that Rabi precession lakes place instead of adiabatic following. 
With extended numerical tests we have investigated effects of detuning of the central 
frequency, ω(1 = 0). Under conditions of observation of RAP-processes (if ai(t = 0) = ω
α
). 
we have varied jwo ω(1 — 0) until this difference assumes the value Δ ι ; for this value 
2 
(and for larger values) the adiabatic following is incomplete so that po-j — Pu ~~ 0(< 0). for 
large t-values. Note that initially we assumed p22 r r 0. The FWHM value is numerically 
found to satisfy [10; 
2 Δ . * 2 ; ( ^ - т 0 ( Е о , ^ = 0 ) 1 (11) 
3
 (It ut 
where T()(E0, —• - 0) indicates the r-value however, for the special case ^ — 0, a»(t — 0) 
- Wo, calculated for a laser pulse with maximum amplitude Eo. 
For a proper choice of \л"\ and EQ, the broadening 2 Δ ι for RAP-processes can bo 
kept much smaller than the conventional power broadening. 
This lack of power broadening effects can be understood quite simply. Without de-
phasing с ollision processes and without spontaneous decay of the molecules in the upper 
level. Rabi oscillations persist undamped, once each cycle they produce a residence time 
Δ( of the molecules in the upper level which is inversely proportional to the Rabi fre­
quency. Thus, with increasing values of OR the energy difference E? — E! (as experienced 
by the molecules) becomes smeared out over an ever larger range as a consequence of 
Δ Ε - At > h. Accordingly, the resonance condition for completely inverting oscillations 
broadens. If one considers an ensemble of molecules, showing individual Rabi oscilla­
tions with a random phase distribution, the average absorption lineshape just shows a 
Loreutzian profile with л FWHM — 2 Ω
Η
. On the other hand, the RAP-process implies 
that half' of its life a single molecule populates the lower level, the other half being on the 
upper one, without any shortening of residence time due to oscillations. Accordingly, no 
power broadening is found. The physical content of eq. 9 can also be simply understood: 
during the time 2 т0 of actual lasei-molocule mteiaction the laser frequency changes by 
2('¿J")ru. i.e. the central frequency, at t — 0. of the laser pulse can be varied from about 
u>() 1<<і^тіі! t 0 ^u Ι ' 'Η Tu' without disappearence of RAP. 
3 Theoretical considerations 
for three-level systems 
In the foregoing RAP-processes relied entirely on the application of a linear frequency 
swoop Three non-equidistant levels open ihe possibility to obtain RAP by level-tuning 
(utilizing the dynamic Stark effet t) instead of sweeping a laser frequency. In practice, the 
molecular system is subjected to a laser pulse shifting one pair of levels (e.g. " 1 " and "2") 
while a second laser pulse is applied addressing one level out of this pair (e.g "2") and 
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time 
Figure 4: Piopubod ьсііеше to inveit a three-level system by two spatially comcident lasers In this figuie 
three energy levels E^. E; and E3 are shown. The frequency of the laser 1 (2), л'](^), is linearly swept in 
time across the resonance between levels I and 2 (2 and 3). The sweep late is indicated by the sloped line. 
At t 0, tia.>i Ej - E\, and at t 0, Γω2 — E ) E ; At t 0, the condition h(u.'i • ^) Ej E] is 
fulfilled. 
the third one By proper thning and pulse-shaping RAP can be obtained between lei-el 
" 1 " .гшГ'З". 
This procedure is not only of purely theoretical interest since it opens the path to 
efficient "optical pumping" of final levels (I) irrespective of the precise choice of laser 
power and (II) allowing for a distribution of molecular velocities (i.e. interaction times). 
The competing scheme of тг- pulses suffers from its sensitive dependence on (1) and (II) so 
that only a certain limited group of molecules arrives a.t level " 3 " , in general also selected 
due to their magnetic quantum number. 
This RAP-process has first been described by Eberly and coworkers ([11¡, for later re-
finements see '12'}. Actually, two experiments were proposed, the first with two temporar-
ily coincident laser pulses. Both lasers were linearly frequency swept in an ant.i-iutuitive 
maunei. so that fiist the unpopulated pair of levels "2" and " 3 " experienced a resonance 
and thereafter the pair " 1 " and "'2" (see Fig. 4). 
The second proposal concerns two laser pulses, one delayed with respect to the other. 
The frequencies Ο,Ί and ω-> of both lasers are kept constant, with ΙΙΟ,Ί ψ- E-¿ — Εχ (see 
Fig. 5*1. In Fig. 5h the action of the dynamic Stark effect is illustrated. In agree­
ment with Oreg et al, [1Γ, we pose the condition Γι(ω
Ι
 f и;
г
) = Ej • Ej . Therefore, 
the drcwsod atom levels [13! " 1 " and "3"' are degenerate, at the beginning. Note that the 
energy levels are given by E] •*- iiluji 1 тГіиь ("Γ 1). Ε
ι( •+• (11 - 1)1ια)ι + (ш — l)ftu>2 ("3") 
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ti) \иі і m i u i t n e exuta t io i i of a thiee-leve) sivstpm E i . E j and Е( ( indiuitcd ou the left) Melding u n cisión 
Two Gaussian lasers, wi th then frequeiuies u^ and j.·» held constant m t ime inteiact with the tluee-lcvel 
svstem At all tunes E? Ei - Γ ω | , E j E,> - ha.^ and E j - Κι - h (Ο-Ί 4 U . J ) The system IS first 
excited h\ ^ i and henceaftci by ^ ¡ , as is shown in the right part of Hub figlile 
b) Diessed a tom picture of the puness shown in Fig У, n h e r o the levels are indicated by 1 
Ε,,ιι^ΐα.' ! n 2 h<> . 2 - F2.(i i i l)t"iu. l u h ^ : and 3 E 1 ( ( n i l ) l i^ , . ( i ic 1 ) Ι ω : The bold Ime 
indicates the populated level Due to the Іаьеі-level interaction the eneig> levels are blnfted and mixed up 
bv the \ C Sta ik effect T h e tunes t i , t · and t i coi iespond to the ones indicated in Fig 5" 
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and E2 * (и 1)ΪΗι.·[ -1 іпГшь ("2"). ΐη Fig. 511 we have drawn the three energy levels as 
a function of time (horizontal axis) The assumption, h^i y- E? — E,. lias as a conse­
quence that level " 2 " is above the levels " 1 " and " 3 " , We have chosen hwj > E 2 — E), For 
hü/) < Es - E( level "2" would be below the levels " 1 " and " 3 " . without changing essential 
points of the following discussion. 
The pulses with laser frequency ωχ and ω^ are applied in an anti-intuitive maimer, i.e.. 
first the initially empty levels "2' ' and "3"' are addressed and repel each other. At this 
point a mixture of the states "2"' and ' ' 3 " is formed while, level ' " 1 " remains unaffected as 
is its population. As soon as the second laser pulse of frequency ω\ starts to act, a mixture 
of levels " 1 " and " 2 " is produced and the population is transferred to level " 3 " . At b . 
indicated by the ellipse, sort of avoided crossing takes place resulting in a gradual change 
of character of the participating states. In particular, the initial state " 1 " is transformed 
into the final state '"3*". 
tn a normal sequence of laser pulses. Rabi oscillations take place during the first pulse 
and the outcome depends sensitively on the precise timing of the laser pulses and their 
E-amplitmle (see Fig. 6c-e). The group of Bergmann (Kaiserslautern) [14,15] has studied 
numerically such a model leading to a confirmatiou and refinement of the predictions by 
Oreg et al. [111. We have repeated such a calculation for the IR-case. A typical result is 
shown in Fig. C. Note that it is easy to choose the laser conditions such that. />>:> remains 
practically zero. i.e. at no time does one find a significant population of level "2" (see 
Fig. 6b). 
Fig. 5 h must be taken only as a visualization of what really takes place and is described 
by multi-level Bloch equations. For instance the first of the conditions hwj -¿ Ε-J - E,, 
ft((¿>i ~l~ αλί) " Ез — Ej can be relaxed without impeding the occurrence of RAP-processes. 
Exact resonance also for i\v intermediate level is assumed in the calculation leading to 
Fig. 7. Similarly the calculations performed by the Kaiserslautern group prior to their 
experiments show too, that this exact intermediate resonance does not destroy RAP [14]. 
These last calculations were performed oil A-type Wei configurations with electronic 
excitation of the intermediate level and include the spontaneous decay rau- -y — \ with 
τ — 12 us. The acronym RAP gains some meaning here for its first letter R (from 
rapid): the intermediate level expeiiences a transient population short enough to suppress 
largely this spontaneoub decay during RAP-processes. This concept is borne out by the 
calculations as well as bv the experiments which will be discussed below. According to 
Bergmann [14,15' the population of the intermediate level can be kept as low as 10 5, by 
appropriate choice of laser beam shapes and intensities. 
In Fig. 6 it has been assumed that the strength of both lasers leads to about the same 
transition probability. However, this is not uecessarv: specifically, the laser addressing 
the "2"—' " 3 " transition may be much weaker without perturbing the qualitative picture. 
In Fig. 7 an example is shown which corresponds to the case of Colli . The transition 
"\" . » " 2 " is taken as the ground state —* i^-excitation, the transition "2" * " 3 " as 
the 1/7 > v- · iA| excitation, the latter one produced by interaction with a weak colour 
center lasei (2,4 mW). The final population of level " 3 " is displayed as a function of 
the square root of the pump laser power P. In such a plot the Rabi oscillations posses a 
constant spacing. As afunction of Az. two peaks appear, the Az <. 0 -one corresponding 
to the anti-intuitive sequeme of events, the Az > 0 -one to the normal sequence. Here. 
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FlgUU'1 ΰ' Ilu' result ot lAlniUtious Foi the Mstwu tlesinbed in Тщ 5 іш difteretrt иыг-шЫгщкг beam 
(rib4i!iE;s In these hgnus the distanee between both exciting lasers (indicated 1« the two Gaussian fmKes) 
is \мтІ hom an ¡nm-intnih\p excitation of'lie system to an intuitive one The laser pulse haning frequeiKj 
j . ! is al-wa\i> li>c<tted at t 0 (hi the -m ficai siale the population of all f hi ее partuipatmg 1е\еЬ ІІ, >1нгап 
as a function of time (houzoiital a^is) The (totted hue repiesents the populaticui of 1ел<4 1", the dashed 
one tiiat of level "2 ' and the solid one that of the third level Fig б"1 showv paitial population ol level " 3 " , 
whewas the moleuites и ч и а т т р in levels ' 1 and "2 show Kabi очillations midei iiitlueiue of the laser 
puke with j ,¡ In Fig б1' RAP is obseived and the Mstem is inveited Fig b' ' aie disuissed m the text 
The jwiameters used m the eah illations aie/грЕо Γι рлЕ.. Γι 125 MHz. lasei naist diametei ~>ύ /im 
and the ftow M?tc>ut\ ot the moh'cules 602 m s 
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•POWER >/mW 
Flgu i e 7 Ilie result oí a t h m l(\tl nuulil (ikulation foi the situation sketched m Tig, r> and b Tin 
inditi gdil was to оЫ ші the hinl popuhition of K\cl 3 is a function of the power of the cxeitmg lasei 
connecting le%(ls 1 and i Two txcit-ition schemes die chosen the anti mtuitne appioach (appmxmnteh 
i s i n i i g ()Ь RAP ease ^ as well as the intuitile one (approximatelv is m t ig (i1 showing Rain oscillations) 
Thesi (ahnlitions include lelaxation (see text) 
Δζ 7,, — ?,, corresponds to the distance between the с xcitmg and the probing laser or to 
a time diftcTonce Δί - Δ/ Vf with \f — 892 ш 'ч bet woe η the maxima of the applied laser 
pulses Г1н laster waist of the pnnipmg (probing) laser was assumed to be 60 μπι (50^m) 
The calculations include C()llisional relaxation i e emptying of leve1! 2 with a rate 7 J — 
26 Mil/ and re^fillmg of the gioundstate level with a late -v, — 33 MH/ Whereas the 
light peak responds sensitive^ to the laser conditions the M t one does noi and shews (he 
characteristic behaviour of RAP as is displayed ш Fig 7 Note that foi low power of the 
pump laser there appeaxs only a single peak The power of the piobe lasci is hc l^d constant 
at 2 1 mW At about 1 W pump lasei powen the Rabí oscillation (ca 100 MH/) has bexome 
suthciently larger than the relaxation lates so that the Rabí oscillations amplitudes show 
л saturation At the same power power broadening starts to win fiom the colhsional 
broadening such that the transition piobabihu for the Δ/ ' 0 peak diminishes 
4 Theoretical considerations for 
multi-level systems 
Two- and three level systems discussed above aie special cases of the generalh treated Tv 
level s\stein 16 \ coherence vt t tor StN 2 — 1 components) is defined from the V densit\ 
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Figu re 8: Theoretical study of an equidistant eight-level system as a function of time under the action of 
a Gaussian laserpulse (right of the figure) which is linealy swept in frequency over the transition frequency 
uJo- The parameters are U-O 3.9 1 0 u Hz, '•- - 6 1()12 s~2 and Пд 150MHz. Under these conditions the 
complete population of level 1 is seen to be transferred to the highest level 8. 
matrix elements. S possesses constant length, i.e.. all processes leading to states outside 
this N-level manifold are disregarded. The equation of motion describes a generalized 
rotation of S, where a steady state subspare Γ (dimension N ' - 1 if N > 2) remains 
unaltered as long as intensity and frequency of the interacting c m . field is constant. 
For a two-level system we found the vector F' (fictitious force) spans a one-dimensional 
subspace, with the property that the component of R along F' remains constant. In our 
generalized case, the N 2 — 1 components of S do not change, i.e., we can define N" - 1 
independent solutions for S, which remain constant. 
If the interaction parameters change in time (e.g. R?bi frequencies and laser frequen­
cies) the subspace Γ moves with time. In case this motion is sufficiently slow, every 
vector S defined in this subspace is said to Follow this motion adiabatically. In contrast 
however, to the two-level case there is not only one unique type of adiabatic following 
solution. R - rt:F' (eq. 3). Adiabatic following means, in the general case, a trajectory 
of S in Γ while Γ is moving in the N 2 — 1 space of S, This trajectory is determined by 
physical conservation laws and initial conditions. 
As an example of RAP-processes m a multi-level system, in Fig, 8 the results are 
displayed for an equidistant eight-level system, irradiated by a laser-pulse with a linear 
frequency sweep. This sweep yields a detuning of 30 МІІ2 in 5 /ÍS, a value much smaller 
than the maximum two-level Rabi frequency (at the pulse center) of 150 MHz. However, 
at t ^ —2.-4 /ts where the population of the lowest level is decreased by 5C'(, one has Ωκ ~-
15 MHz ami a detuning of about 15 MHz. Note that these two values satisfy rather well 
the two-level ronditiou. eq. 8. At. the pulso center the laser frequency is at resonance with 
a one-photon transition between neighbouring levels. 
The eight-level system is "closed", i.e. there is. a highest level coupled to the one-
but-highest level by a transition dipole moment of 0.1 Debye. a value assumed to be 
constant for all neighbouring levels. At the end of the laser pulse the full population. 
which started in the lowest level, is found in the highest one. i.e. the system becomes 
completely inverted. Intermediate levels are seen to be visited only in a transient manner, 
their population showing some traces of oscillatory behaviour. Decay rates are neglected 
altogether; it is clear however, that they would be partially suppressed if wo had included 
them for the int ei medial e levels. 
This is au important observation for practical purposes. If the goal is to reach vi-
brationally highly excited levels of the electronic ground state through an intermediate 
electronically excited level (like wo have discussed above for the three-lo vel case ¡Tij), 
unsuppressod spontaneous decay would destroy the whole concept. But also eollisional 
effects may be rendered less harmful if one thinks of IR-niultiphutou excitation processes 
and of quasiresonani energy transfer from intermediate states. This suppression of decay 
effects has been pointed out by Radmore and Kuight 171. 
We have left aside here earlier treatments of N-level systems, where the timing of pulses 
was given less attention ^8^. 
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5 Experiments on two-level 
systems 
The experiments reported here were performed with cw lasers. The waist of the laser 
beam is transverscd by a molecular beam whose molecules thus experience a laser pulse. 
A typical situation corresponds to a laser waist of 0.1 mm diameter and a molecular 
velocity of 500 - 1000 m/s . Yielding pulse durations of 200 - 100 ns. Placing different 
(spatially non-coincident or coincident.) laser crossings along the molecular: beam axis a 
sequence of pulses can be produced with variable overlap. 
Complications from decay clumnels are usually absent if IR lasers are used. Especially 
COn-lasers are attractive since power requirements can be most easily met. From a prac-
tical point of view the experiinentalist is placed in a most fortunate position. It is more 
difficult to observe Rabí oscillations than to avoid them due to RAP-processes [1.5|. Just 
a bit of misaligument of the laser produces curved wave fronts in the interaction region, 
which are felt as linear sweep by the molecules [2j. 
Emphasis is put on these recent experiments where opto-thermal detection [19] is 
applied to the molecules hitting a 4.2 К bolometer surface at the end of their flight 
[20]. Consequently. /bj( or Rj - 2ро2 - 1) is measured with this technique after completed 
interaction between the molecules and the laser field. 
The cleanest experiment performed concerns the ground state (4,1.3) > //7 (5.0,5) 
transition of CiH) [2'. The experimental set-up is sketched in Fig. 1. The CO:>-laser(s) 
applied is (are) of the Pisa-tvpe ^1], delivering 2 - 5 Watts, tvpically. Around the various 
laser transitions of CO2 a continuous tunability of 230 MHz permitted to bring the laser 
radiation into resonance with this vib-rotational transition of CjHi . Absorption of energy 
was observed as bolometer signal for a single free running chopped laser (90 Hz), with a 
inininmm FWHM of 1 MHz. This absorption width is still instrumental (laser stability 
and molecular beam divergence). Molecules which have absorbed radiation at about 952 
c m
- 1
 deliver this extra energy to the bolometer. Saturation of this signal occurs at about 
SOOmW/cnr (see Fig. 9). 
Strikingly the line width is rather independent of the laser intensity in Fig. 9 (observa­
tion A). Note that for this particular measurement the FWHM amounts to 2 MHz because 
the laser has been less stable. Still, normal power broadening would have clearly shown 
up. leading to a FWHM of about SO MHz for the laser power belonging to the peak at 
the right end of the displayed senes. 
If the pump laser is switched on, a reversed bolometer signal ¡,s observed, see Fig. I 
It has approximately the same maximum strength (observation B) but its FWHM is 
significantlv smaller (observation С). 
Observations A and В demonstrate the presence of RAP, observation С is tin1 con­
sequence of" instrumental effects, see below. In section 2 above we have tliscussed power 
broadening for RAP-processes. The result of model calculations was that power broaden­
ing is largely surpressed, at least for our experimental conditions. The real proof for the 
presence of RAP however, conies from observation B. If the level population for (4.1,3) 
and !>•; (5.0.5) becomes completely inverted during the "on" period of the probe laser, 
the pump laser (with its similar characteristics) produces the same inversion, before the 
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bolometer signal — 
(arb. units) 
io|- CJHÍ ~(4ДЗ)*(5,0,5) transition J A 
:m\ IUI 
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Vï (W/cm2)"2 
Figure 9. bdtniAtion bi'hiivumr nf the 14,1.3) > i'7(5.U, 5} trAnsition ш C^IIi The Iminvifìth іч set'ii to 
bo ron^trtiit up tn the lu^h^t 1;>-οι mtcnsitios whore the transition is stionglv saturât«:! Fm ьелтгяі laser 
powi'is dir t'\]>f'riiiK'iitaU\ iibsoivwl line piofilp is ііічріау«! «Iiírli is not seen to vai,\ siftiiififantly (FWHM 
is <Uu' to tlu· H'sidua! Doppici Knut ami nupoitoct hist'i swlnUtj ol 2 >TH/). Notethe luoak ш the IiorizuntiU 
M( alo at л I i \ W от*-' 
moloniloh enter the interaction region of the probe laser, in the two-laser experiment 
Then, during the "on" period tin4 probe laser reverses the inversion and leaves, the inver­
sion intact during the "off" period Therefore, the Lock-In detects a signal equally strong 
but 180 degrees tmt-of-pha.se with respect to the signal for the probe laser only. Adding a 
second pump laser further upstream leads to a nearly complete cancellation of the effect of 
the two pump lasers. Correspondingly wo have observed the same signal as for the probe 
laser alone, 
It is helpful to discuss the outcome for the two-laser experiment m the case of con­
ventional saturation. The pump laser produces equal populations for both participating 
levels so that the piobe laser (exciting and de-exciting molecules m the same measure) 
produces zero signal. We have checked this for the RAP-situation by lowering (ht1 pump 
laser intensity such that only olVí of the moleeules originally in level (4,1.31 reach the 
level v- (5,0.5). Indeed, the probe laser does then produce no signal. 
The expeiiments on С.ЛІд with its zero electric dipolo moment were performed in 
zero electric iiekls. COnsoquonlIv. the initial level is eleven-fold degenerate (ignoring in­
terferences from nuclear spin). M, — - J . · · · , - J . The dipolo selection rules permit only 
AMj — 0 transitions. Because the transition dipolo moment depends on M
r
 according to 
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the Wigner-Eckart theorema [22]. 
η - ί ν ν / 5 1 Μ 
/ i lJ {
"
}
 Ι - ^ 0 Μ, ) 
one finds in this particular case not very different Rabi frequencies for different 'M
a
|-vahies. 
An advantage of RAP-processes is their relative insensitivity to the precise values of the 
laser conditions and transitkm probabilities. Therefore, one observes complete inversion 
for high enough power. On the contrary. Rabi oscillations depend sensitively on the Rabi 
frequencies and inversion for one |Mj -value implies, in general, incomplete inversion or no 
inversion at all for another M,,-value. 
Similar considerations hold for a distribution of molecular velocities along the beam 
axis. The velocity of a specific molecule determines its interaction time with the laser 
field. A sufficiently broad distribution leads to complete dephasing of Rabi oscillations 
and. finally, to ostensible saturation. RAP is again insensitive to the precise duration of 
the laser interaction and thus leads to complete inversion. 
In the experiment on C;>H,| two technical imperfections lead to observation С First, 
there is a remaining Doppler shift distiibution as a consequence of the molecular beam 
divergence, contributing about (1.5 MHz to the-observed RAP linewidih. Secondly, the 
free-running laser frequency fluctuations influence the observed 1-2 MHz linewidih. In the 
two-laser experiment the pump laser addresses only part of the divergent molecular beam. 
The angular width of this part is determined by the stability of the pump laser. The probe 
laser then, produces a reversed inversion signal only for this part of pumped molecule, i.e.. 
the 180 degrees out-of-phase signal should possess a slightly narrower linewidih. For highly 
stable pump and probe lasers it should even be possible to find positive signals at, the left 
and right of the reversed inversion-signal. 
The next experiment to be discussed preceded the CTI) study bv about two уеагч 
(again an anti-intuitive sequence of events 5]). Here Rabi oscillations and Ramsey fringes 
were investigated of CH^F tuned into resonance with the 9P(18) OOi-laser transition 
by Staik effect. Amongst others the C'H.jF transition chosen was the (' F stretch ex­
citation (1.1) >i>s(l.— 1) The observed Stark components were AM - 1 transitions. 
M, ^ () -* - 1 at 1587 V/'cm and Mj - 1 ' 0 at 4433 Y'cm. This Stark-method has the 
advantage that a single Stark component possesses a unique transitkm dipole moment. 
leading to single frequency Rabi oscillations. In the computet· simulation to those exper­
iments, RAP-processes are discussed. The purpose of these experiments was to obtain 
from Rabi oscillations an accurate value for the otherwise somewhat elusive transition 
dipole moment. Very recently similar high quality measurements on (TI^Fj '23', NH.i 211 
and CH3OH 25; have been reported. 
The Stark effect opens the possibility to produce a linear Stark sweep through the 
resonance for a fixed laser frequency and uncurved wave fronts. This technique has been 
applied to NII,S to obtain inversion by Loy 2(i\ No mentioning is made of the absence of 
power broadening. 
The effect of curved wave fronts to produce RAP-processes had first been noticed 
and exploited by Avrilher et al. Í4\ in IR-experiments on SF„ . In the visible. RAP 
produced by wave front curvature was observed and discussed in connection with optical 
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pumping of neon 6]. Indirect conséquences of RAP on laser pulse shaping (steepening 
ami self-focusing) were discovered by Grischkowsky et al.
 ν
27.2&.29'. 
6 Experiments on three-level 
systems 
Three-level systems form the idealisation of molecules treated by double resonance tech­
nique!;. Consequent ly there exists a large body of experimental work. We shall restrict 
ourselves to rather recent work, where the proper choice of time-events led to the observa­
tion of inversion (i.e. RAP) in three-level systems. The intermediate level shows at most 
a transient population. Its position can be intermediate, on an energy scale. In a A-type 
transition the second transition can however, also be chosen to possess the character of 
de-excitation. 
The Kaiserslautern group ,14.15] succeeded to populate high vibrational states e.g. of 
Nai through an intermediate electronic excitation. The sequence of events can be chosen 
like 
v" ^ 0 (Χ 'Σ,) -* ν' - 7 (Α5Σ,; ) - ν" _ 5 ( X % ) 
Since the Α ' Σ " state possesses a lifetime of 12 ns. the relaxation (by spontaneous decay) 
of the intermediate level cannol be neglected. However, the fluorescence light from spon­
taneous decay becomes largely suppressed since the Na.) molecules do not dwell in the 
intermediate level, due to RAP-processes. The success of this excitation scheme permits 
une lo study all vibrational states which are connected to an initial level by sufficiently 
large Franck-Condon factors. Especially the vibrational dependence of inelastic collision 
cross sections appears to be a very interesting target. 
In this Kaiserslautern experiment ;14j the laser pulse duration was determined by the 
time of flight (75 ns). of the molecules through the laser waist (diameter d — 150 /ші). 
The anti-intuitive pulse séquence was realized by having the '2—- 3 laser crossing upstream 
of the 1 >2 laser crossing. The relative delay time between the two pukes can easily be 
varied by a displacement of one of the foci along the beam axis. The population of level 
;{ has been observed by re-excitation and observation of fluorescence (see Fig. 10). 
Stimulated by the work in Kaiserslautern. Dam et al 30' appüed anti-intuitive two-
laser excitation to ('τΗι molecule in an expanding jet. The sequence of events was 
di'layed ftrsf 
(4.1,.'!) > //7(5,0.ό) » ur -1/4(5.1.1) 
CO-, laser CCI laser 
The probability to excite level 3 has been measured as attenuation of the CCL laser 
signal. In Fig. l i typical results are displayed as a function of Δ/, the distance between the 
centers of the two laser waists. Negative values of Az correspond to a delayed CCb-laser. 
With a flow velocity of jet molecules of Vf - 1(500 m s the delay is equal to Az- Vf. 
In the experiment of Dam et al. spontaneous decay is negligible. Collisional relaxation 
however, has to be taken into account. Changing the nozzle distance from the laser 
interaction region, the collisional relaxation rate ·> can be varied, e.g. yielding a single 
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broad peak for high values of -7. Further details can be found in 30, where the Az-
dependence іь used to determine inelastic collision rates. As discussed in the theoretical 
section, the first peak at negative Δζ values is found to depend weakly and monotonously 
on the CO^daser power (as it becomes for RAP-processes. see Fig. 7). whereas the peak 
at positive Δζ values shows an oscillatory behaviour as known for Rabi oscillations. Note 
that the 2-3 transition is induced by a weak CCL Іаьег. far from the point of saturation. 
7 RAP-experiments on multi-level 
systems 
The experiments discussed in this section mainly concern IR nmltiphoton excitation 
(MPE) of SFe . The occurrence of population of high vibrational levels by RAP-processes 
definitely settles the question whether MPE occurs through incoherent multiple tiansitions 
described by rate equations or (at least, partially) by coherent nmltiphoton transitions with 
intermediate levels at near resonance, to be described by the Bloch equation. To obtain 
this evidence. cw-C0 2dasers were applied to a SF« molecular beam insuring collisionless 
processes in single mode radiation fields. In as far as the results of Liedenbaum et al. 
[2,20] are connected to this issue we can summarize them as follows. 
1) Excitation has been observed for laser frequencies where no one-photon transition 
can occur. In principle, the experimental set-up is the one used for the nbbervation of 
RAP-processes in Calli . see Fig. 1. The main difference between the C2H4 and the SF,-, 
experiment is that in the former case the la,ser(s) had to be tuned carefully to a molec­
ular transition (e.g. (4.1.3) » //-(5.0, 5), FWHM = 1MHz). whereas for SF,, excitation is 
observed everywhere within a band several hundred СНи broad. Fine tuning over alunit 
200 MHz did not, reveal any spectral structure, an exception Ь formed by the frequency 
ranges where around 947.75 cm ' the P(3) and around 949.48 cm ' the R(28) multiplett, 
of SFn were observed. It, has been concluded that the broad banded absorption is due to 
MPE 
2) The maximum absorption takes place around 938 cm ' . From the known anhar-
monicity constant Xyj — -1.74 cm ' it is derived that about n
s
 = 5 photons (of about, 
1000 cm" ' each) were absorbed by every SY,\ molecule that took part in the MPE process. 
In [2] mean values of absorbed CO2 photons per SF(; molecule of {n·^ > 0.1 - 1.8 were 
reported, related with the excited fraction q, by n,t · q - (n.^. 
3) In agreement with 2) a definite saturation of the bolometer signal has been observed. 
as a function of the laser intensity [20]. Though this effect was cleaily indicated already 
in a one-laser experiment, in Р'щ, 12 the double resonance results are displayed. They 
are void of effects due to an effective widening of the laser-molecular beam interaction 
region for increasing laser power since the probing laser works with a weak and constant 
intensity while the pump laser power is enhanced. Actually, the fraction q of S F 6 ground 
state molecules is reported which is pumped up by the cw intra-cavity pump laser. This 
saturation behaviour for excitation to fifth i-'.j.-level has been observed for the first time. 
see e.g the 1981 review by Jortner and Levine 31]. 
4) There exists thus a vibrational bottleneck at n
: i = 5. With a single mode cw 
COa-laser. even at fluences of 1 J/cm 2 , this bottleneck appears to be impassable. This 
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Іаып- fts a fvuulwu of livsii powr. <i is detetmmed iu a two-laser experiment as iiutkated in the inset (laser 
1 is the piube las-er j.·. 936.S0em l. U 5 kW cur' , lasei 2 is the pump laser tuned to 938 cm "' ) The 
Vrtltio q 1 is not entirel\ readied dm' to geuuietriral misinatelt of both la-sers. 
experience contrasts the observation of multiphoton dissociation by a single pulse from 
a multnnode COo-laser. Recent experiments however, by Liedenbaum et al. [20] have 
deniomitraled that spatial superposition of two cw CO^-lasers. at (slightly) different fre-
ciuencies, indeed permits the easy passage to levels with n 3 ^ 5. 
The bottleneck encountered for a single mode laser excitation has been eonfinncd 
by two-lasor experiments. For the second laser, the excitation maximum at about 928 
cm ' does not depend on Фь 'be fluence of the laser most upstream in the molecular 
expansion. The fraction of molecules excited to the bottleneck level approaches 101)οί for 
i»! Ä I Л c n r . 
5) It has been shown clearly that for this liuiited (i.e. bottlenecked) level system 
liAP-processes occur. If two laser beams pass through the molecular beam, one after the 
other, the first can invert the molecules and the second can reverse the inversion, like in 
the case of CjH ( . Because absorption takes place within a broad band, no high stability 
requirements exist for the first laser absorption. The second laser frequency however. 
must be stable with respect to the one of the iirst laser. This condition is met by working 
with a single buser beam split into two parts. One of the partial laset beams can then be 
Dopplor-tuned as indicated in Fig. 13. With this technique the bolometer signal became 
strongly negative when both frequencies, as seen by the SF« molecules, became equal to 
within 1 Mil·/. More than (ІОЧ of the signal due to the first laser alone could be recovered 
as negative signal in this two-laser experiment. 
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6) In a three-laser experiment it was tested that all absorption took place by RAP-
processes. To obtain tin« result, the bottlenecking of MPE has been exploited by choosing 
the two first laser frequencies m the range above about 935 cm ' . Then, laser 2 cannot 
further excite the molecule pre-excited by laser 1. The lasers 1 and 2 were operated at 
about the same power level. With respect to each other the lasers, 1 and 2 were Doppler 
tuned. On resonance the ьЬагр dip produced by laser 2 was made to reach exactly the 
zero level of beam excitation by proper choice of laser intensity. The beam excitation was 
then monitored by the chopped laser 3, which was operated at 929 cm ' . This frequency 
is far enough to the red ίο produce approximately exclusive further excitation of pre-
excited molecules, i.e. the bottleneck can be overcome. The test consisted in comparing 
the bolometer signal for a) laser 1 unchopped and laser 3 chopped, b) laser 2 unchopped 
and laser 3 chopped, c) laser 1 unchopped. laser 2 unchopped and laser 3 chopped. In all 
three cases the same result was obtained. Without the bottleneck and RAP-processes the 
three signals a), b) and c) would have to be different, because the third laser is sensitive 
to pre-excitation of the molecules by the first and second laser irrespective of whether this 
excitation is coherent or intohereut. Since the second laser cannot undo an incoherent 
excitation (created by the first laser), the third laser should produce a high« bolometer 
signal in case c). Therefore, we conclude not only that we have RAP-processes. but 
even that these processes dominate MPE under our experimental conditions, rendering 
negligible incoherent processes to be described by rate equations. 
7) The RAP-procesb and its reversion were independent of the distance between the 
laser interaction zones Taking into account the time of flight one can couclude that the 
inversion remained intact for at least 1 ms. yielding a limit for intramolecular energy 
redistribution rates at the fifth level of i/
r
excif ation. In addition it has been observed 
that the narrow RAP reversal signal was unsusceptible to power broadening. 
8) It is clear that the existence of a vibrational bottleneck is responsible for the oc­
currence of RAP. As mentioned already, the bottleneck opens up for "transit traffic" if a 
second red shifted single mode laser is applied, either spatially coincideni with the first 
or further downstream. This second pmuping process x>ossesses no bottleneck similar to 
the one discussed for the first step. There exists an optinuun pumping frequency for the 
second step, given a certain laser intensity. However, this opt ¡mimi pumping freqiieiicv 
shifts further to the red if the laser intensity is increased It appears that, a third laser of 
the same frequency as the second one excites the molecules further In agreement with 
this observation no sharp dip has been found for this third step, when the bolometer signal 
is followed over a precise coincidence m frequency of the second and third laser, 
With these results one can expect a behaviour of the system as uilculated and shown 
in Fig. 8. The main difference with the calculated case is that instead of a set of eight 
equidistant levels we deal in practice with a less regular and more dense distribution winch 
however, appears to be limited too. and actually at the fifth level. In our opinion, the 
laser radiation picks out of this manifold of levels five approximately equidistant ones to 
produce RAP-processes similar to those shown m Fig 8. 
The limitation to five levels follows from the anharmonicity of the !/-¡ ladder which is 
not balanced bv symmetry splittings foi SF„ . So far. this behaviour seems to be peculiar 
ios SR, and SiF| 321 and is not predicted for WF„ and IT , , ([33.34]) which show larger 
splittings. To explain the nmUiphoton dissociation of SF(, observed for single CO^-laser 
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pulses, recourse was sought in the idea that at the fifth v& level the (іл -i- v^) excitation 
would take over. 
5J/S —» ι/.} -f ι/
η
 + 5г/з —>
 г
 + щ •*• Gv^ + · · · 
However, as the experiments discussed here demonstrate, SFe possesses a real bottleneck 
at SI/J as theoretically predicted, which, in case oflaser pulses, is overcome by non-linear 
effects in multi-frequency radiation fields. 
Other molecules like CF^Br and CF-Д have been subjected to the same multiphoton 
excitation scheme as discussed here for SF(5 . Multiphoton effects were clearly observed; 
however, so far no indication of a bottleneck (for single mode CO-^-laser excitation) for 
these compounds has yet been detected. 
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Samenvatting 
Spectroscopie, coherentie effecten en dynamica 
van hoog-geexciteerde moleculaire systemen 
In dit proefschrift is een combinatie van een moleculaire bundel, een bolometer en 
COs-lasers gebruikt om te komen tot een zeer gevoelige detectie van zowel dissociatie-
аіь excitatie-processen. Een bolometer kan men vergelijken met een thermometer die de 
energieinhoud van de opvallende moleculaire bundel meet. Door met behulp van lasers 
energie in de moleculen te stoppen verandert men de temperatuur van de bolometer. Deze 
temperatuursverandering heeft een variatie van de boiometer-weerstand als gevolg en dit 
laatste kan men op eenvoudige wijze detecteren. 
De golflengte van de laserstraling ligt in het infrarode gebied, zodat uitsluitend mo­
leculaire vibraties in de electronibche grondtoestand bestudeerd kunnen worden. De la­
serstraling is niet alleen gebruikt om energie in de moleculen te deponeren (waardoor ze 
harder beginnen te trillen), maar ook om de verbinding tussen moleculen in clusters te 
verbreken. De rode draad in de experimenten is éditer de studie van de optredende 
(de-)excitatip processen, waarbij een bepaald molecuul slechts als medium gebruikt wordt 
om deze zichtbaar te maken. 
Het tweede hoofdstuk is een condensatie van experimenten gedaan aan clusters van 
gehalogeneerde methanen. De intermoleculaire verbinding in deze systemen vindt zijn 
oorsprong in een relatief sterke watorstofbrug (CHCbF en CH3F), of in een van der Waals 
interactie (CF3I en CF3Br). 
De in een moleculaire expansie gevormde complexen worden gedissocieerd via aanslag 
van de voor de СОз-Іавег toegankelijke OF^-vibratio. Indien er sprake is van een wa-
terstofbmg blijken grote (30 cm ') spectrale verschuivingen van de aanslagfrequenties op 
te treden voor die С F vibraties waarbij het fluor atoom deelneemt in de intermolecu-
laire verbinding. Met behulp van dubbel-resonant ie technieken is de homogeniteit van de 
geobserveerde dissociatie-banden onderzocht. 
In het derde en vierde hoofdstuk worden continu werkende CO2-lasers (al dan met 
in een iutracavitaire opzet) toegepast om multifoton excitatie van moleculen zoals CF3I, 
СРзВг en SF«) te bestuderen. In tegenstelling tot eerdere experimenten welke vermeld 
zijn in de literatuur, wordt hier gebruik gemaakt van lasers met een gedefinieerd vermogen 
en een zeer goede spectrale zuiverheid. 
Uit de SF
e
-metingen kunnen enkele belangrijke conclusies getrokken worden; 1) Het 
is mogelijk om met een zeer laag vermogen coherente multifoton overgangen te bewerk­
stelligen, waarbij gemiddeld 5 CO;-laser fotonen geabsorbeerd worden. 2) Bij de grootste 
laser vermogens treedt verzadiging van het excitatie proces op waarbij alle SFe-moleculen 
betrokken zijn onafhankelijk van het begin-niveau. Het uiteindelijke excitatie niveau blijft 
echter over de gehele vermogensspanne gelijk. Dissociatie van het molecuul is niet waarge­
nomen. De fractie van de moleculen die meedoet aan het excitatieproces kan via dubbel-
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resonantie experimenten quanti!atief bepaald worden en blijkt voor hoge laservermogens 
de waarde 1 te bereiken. 3) Uit dubbel-resonantie experimenten blijkt dat eenmaal ge-
preexciteerde moleculen verder gpexciteerd kunnen worden door middel van laserstraling 
met een golflengte verschoven naar het rood. om de anharmoniciteit van de vibrationele 
ladder te compenseren. 4) In een pomp en probe experiment waarbij gebruik gemaakt 
is van het Doppler-efFect is gestimuleerde de-excitatie geobserveerd van de niveaus w^lke 
door de in punt 1 vermelde excitatie processen bezet zijn. Hierbij is gebleken dat. relaxatie 
processen, indien al aanwezig, op een tijdschaal langer dan 1 msec op moeten treden. 5) 
Wanneer het molecuul bestraald wordt met meerdere laser-frequenties tegelijkertijd blijkt 
de baxriere van vijf fotonen uit punt 2 overwonnen te worden. Vooral het laatste punt 
geeft een duidelijke aanzet tot een verklaring voor de dissociatie van grote moleculen met 
behulp van gepulste CC^-lasers. 
In het laatste hoofdstuk worden RAP-processen behandeld voor twee-, drie- en meer-
niveau systemen. Hierbij wordt experiment en theorie, gebaseerd op de optische Bloch-
vergelijkingen, vergeleken en blijken goed met elkaar in overeenstemming te zijn. Inversie 
van de toestandsbezetting van moleculaire niveaus in twee- en meer-niveau systemen kan 
teweeg gebracht worden door de moleculen te exciteren met gekromde laser golffronten. 
Door het Doppler effect ondervinden de moleculen een variatie in laserfrequentie tijdens 
de vlucht door de laser bundel. Wanneer deze variatie meegenomen Wordt in de Bloch-
vergelijkingen, is het mogelijk de geobserveerde effecten te simuleren. 
Verder is het ook mogelijk bij drie-niveau systemen om met behulp van twee lasers 
toegepast op een anti-intuitieve manier de totale populatie van het begin-niveau over te 
hevelen naar het hoogste niveau. Hierbij wordt eerst de interactie tussen het tweede 
en hoogste niveau aangezet (door middel van een laserpuls met de juiste frequentie) en 
veivolgens die tussen het laagste en tweede niveau. Op deze wijze kan de totale populatie 
van het begin naar het eind niveau gebracht worden zonder een noemenswaardige bezetting 
van de tussenliggende toestand. 
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STELLINGEN 
De door Wren en Menziuger bepaalde absolute snelheid voor de 
reactie Ba + N2O —> BaO 4 N3 impliceert voor georiënteerde N 2 0 
- moleculen een oiifysisch grote reactieve botsingsdoorsnede. 
D.J. Wre7i en M. Menzmger, Faraday Discussions Chem. Soc. 67 
(1979) 97 
D.H. Parker, H. Jahnk en S. Stolte. Faraday Discussions Chem. Soc. 
84 (1987) 184 
Het is in principe mogelijk om met behulp van Stark-tuning aan 
moleculen in combinatie met RAP-excitatie semi-continu verstembare 
laserstraling in het infrarode gebied te produceren. 
dit proefschrift 
De levensduur van SH in de Α 2 Σ * , ν = 0 toestand gemeten door 
Loge ot aJ. is een orde van grootte te kort, zoals blijkt uit de zorgvuldige 
experimenten van Ubachs et al 
G.W. Loge en J.J. Tiee, J. Chem. Phys. 79 (1988) 7167 
W. Ubachs, J.J. ter Meulen en A. Dymamis, Chem. Phys. Lett. 101 
(1983) 1 
Bij de verklaring van de door Rensberger et al. geobserveerde snelle 
vibrationele relaxatie in OH mogen RAP-effecten niet buiten beschou­
wing gelaten worden. 
K.J. Rensberge.r, J.B. Jeffnes en D.R. Crosley, J. Chem. Phys. 90 
(1988) 2174 
Het door Fuss voorgestelde mechanisme van absorptie- en emissie-
stappen in een multifoton excitatieproces ter doorbreking van de vi-
brationele 'bottleneck' is onjuist, zoals blijkt uit de metingen in dit 
proefschrift. 
W. Fuss, Chetn. Phys. Lett. 71 (1980) 77 
In tegenstelling tot de waarnemingen van Huisken et al. blijkt de in-
tensiteitsverhouding van beide SFg dimeer-pieken bij gebruik van hoog-
vermogen single-mode CCb-laserstraling gelijk te zijn aan 1, hetgeen in 
overeenstemming is met het geïnduceerde dipool model. 
F. Huisken en M. Sternmler. Chem. Phys. (in druk) 
Gezien de mogelijkheden van koude kernfusie is het lucratief om 
juist nu te investeren in Palladium. 
Jarenlange observatie van het verkeersgedrag van fietsers leert dat er 
een tendens bestaat verkeerslichten louter en alleen als feestverlichting 
te beschouwen. 
Zolang het vak natuurkunde nog geassocieerd wordt met de deter-
minatie van plantensoorten is er zeker nog behoefte aan wetenschaps-
voorlichting. 
Coen Liedenbaum 


